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SGA sponsors campaign

PED

by Marci Owen
news editor

National gas prices skyrocket
by Adam 1.. Mathis
wire editor
Por senior Josh .Jackson. the ris·
ing price of gasoline is only worsening u tight tinnncial situation.
Jackson commutes to Murray
State from his home in Mayfield
more than 20 miles away. Since the
recent spike in fuel prices, his gaso·
line bill has risen to approximately
$24 a weel<.
According to the Energy rnformation Administration, the average
price of gasoline niltionwide is up
approximately 5.4 cents from a
week ago and 41.1 cents from last
year at thi::; time.
Jackson said the rise in fuel costs
makes it diflicuh to meet the
demand!' of other college and personal expenses.
"The. price of anything going up
will make it more difficult to pay
(my; new rnongage bill,'' Jackson
said.
Hugh Massey, owner of the Citgo
111 the comer of South 15th and
Main streets, !laid he pays I0 cents
more per gallon since President
Bush's State of the Union address.
"Prices went up this week
because the president made the
speech and everybody son of got
soared of war.'' Massey said. "It
gave (gasoline companies) a reason
to (raise the prices)."
Although Iraq produced approximately 2 million barrels of oil in
2002. Linda Casey. spokesperson
for Speedway SuperAmerica

L.L.C., said losing Iraqi
irnpons is not a great concern
since the United States imports
very little of its oil from Iraq. She
said rising gasoline prices in her
company can be attrihutl·d to the
regular maintenance normally perfomled by oil refiners during January and February.
Casey also said several refiners
in the Gulf of Mexico reduced production because of recent events in
Venezuela.
"Primarily we are looking nt
problems that have been caused by
the strike in Vencwela," Ca.c;ey
said.
The strike has been in effect for
two months. limiting production to
I million barrels daily. down tWo·
thirds from normal production levels. Although strikers agreed to
case the strike in many areas of the
country, they have not agreed to
ease restrictions on crude-oil production.
Casey said production of crude
oil in Venezuela m:ty never rerum
to normal levels because of problems associated with oil wells that
have been shut down for a time.
Because of the Venezuelan shortage. Casey said member nations of
the Organiz.ntion of Petroleum
Exporting Countries agreed to
increase production by I to 1.5 million barrels a day. However. that
increase is not enough to compensate for the lost oil.
The same situation also raised the
price of gasoline at the Murphy Oil

USA Inc. stations, said Charles
Ganus, vice president of marketing for Murphy Oil.
"It's very simple," Ganus said.
"Crude-oil prices have gone up a
good bit, and gasoline prices have
gone up a good bit. It's going on all
over the country."
While the gasoline prices are
higher than some, such as Jackson,
would like, Massey said gas stations make virtually no profit from
gasoline sales.
"There's no money made off of
gasoline." Massey said. "When I
bought this station, they told me if I
could make 5 centc; a gallon (on)
average for the year, I would be a
good businessman." ,
Casey also said the retail price of
gasoline does not support the cost
of crude oil.
According to the EIA 's Web site,
www.eia.doe.gov, 46 percent of the
retail price for gasoline is determin<.."d by the price of crude oil: 28
percenl is aetermined by federal.
state and local taxes; 14 percent is
determined by refining ~mJ profits:
and 12 percent is dctennined by
distribution, marketing, retail costs
and profits.
Although Massey said he has
heard rumors gas prices will continue to rise, he said they will go down
shortly.
"I feel like gas is going to come
down in another couple of weeks,"
Massey said. "It's just the president's
speech and the shock, and it gave
everybody a reason to go up."

With more than 2,000 letters
received so far, Student Government Association President Jace
Rabe said he is excited students are
taking the opportunity to help higher education's impending budget
problems.
Tite SGA initiated the campaign
to send state legislators student letters protesting budget cuts Jan. 31.
"We have an opportunity here to
voice our opinion and help shape
what the state of education in Kentucky is going to be like
in the future," Rahe said.
..If we didn't take the
opportunity. then it
wouldn't be worth fighting for anyway. It's an
opportunity for us to
stand up together with a
united voice."
Rabe said he hopes students realize the importance of voicing budget
concerns.
"They're just going to
continue to cut the budget
until people say something." Rabe
said. "I would. If I were in thai situalien where I needed money and
could pull it from a group that wasn't
going to complain about it, I'd ke;ep
taking money from them."
Rabe recently took his concerns
to :representatives at other schools
who are cutTCDtly conducting campaigns at their respective universities.
"We have a board of studentbody presidents that meets each
month - all the SGA presidents at
the public universities in Kentucky," Rabe ~d. "I told them we
needed to do something. We have a
lot of influence. We represent
166.000 students in the state of Kenlucky. Luckily, everybody else was

on board."
Rabe said the six other univcrsi·
ties involved in the campaign will
continue to collaborate with Murray
State.
"We're all going to do a ribbon
campaign and meet at the capitol,"
Rahe said.
University President F. King
Alexander said he believes the student campaign can effect change.
"Students need to have their voices Wld coocems heanl in Frankfon."
Alexander said. "Otherwise. they
will fall victim to the interests of
older generations oand other special-

and program reductions, faculty and
staff reductions and limited access,
among other things.
"They also should get their parents to write and call their lcgislators," Alexander said. "It really will
make a difference."
Rabe said the SGA plans to send
all the letters to various legislators at
the same time.
"We have our student workers
and senators sorting through the lettees and grouping them by counties
so that they can go to the respective
legislators (in March)," Rahe said.
In addition to placing weekly ads
in "The Murray State
" If I were in that situa- News,'' Rabe said SGA
has and will continue to
tion where I needed set up tables in buildings
money and could pull it across campus.
from a group that wasn't
"(We have) set up tables
at Faculty Hall, the Busigoing to complain about ness Building and the
it, I'd keep taking money Curris Center," Rabe
from them. ''
said. "Now we're moving
into Alexander Hall, the
}ace Rabe
residential colleges and
SGA President
Winslow. We're kind of
targeting those areas
where the students are."
interest groups."
Rabe said the SGA ha.'i taken the
Although goals for the number of campaign to Murray State's satellite
letters received were set. Rabe said campuses as well.
those goals have changed from day
"We really want their opinions,
to day.
and oftentimes they're left out,"
"My expectations keep growing, Rabe said. ..When you think of
und I keep saying a bigger number Murray State, you just think of
as we get closer;• Rabc said.
what's on this campus. but you have
1lle Board of Regents, Alexander 2,000 students who are attending
said, is "150 percent supportive of satellite campuses. We've also
this initiative."
encouraged the rest of the universi''It shows that our students do ties in Kentucky to target their satelcount, and their concerns should not lite campuses."
be disregarded by those in Pmnkfon
Rabe said anyone who would like
and among the citizens in the Com- to attend the budget rally Feb. 27 at
monwealth," Alexander said.
the capitol should come to the SGA
Alexander said student~ should office on the Curris Center first
continue to write and phone their floor and sign up. There are 70 spot'>
legislators in orderto share coocems available for students to ride on a
about class-size increases, course University bus.

-;:=====::::--------------

Faculty includes 'high expectations for student learning' in priorities
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writt'r
The Faculty Senate approved a
resolution Tuesday listing priorities
the University should uphold if
faced with an anticipated 9.2-pcrccnt budget cut.
Priorities included "high expectations for student learning," "a strong
commitment to excellence'' and "rhc
recognition of teaching und learning

as the most impt1rtant functions ol
the University."
Senators voiced variou~ reasons
for their suppon of the resolution
." If we do nothing. there will be no
opportunity to voice our opinion,"
Senator Robert Pilgrim, professor of
governmental law and international
affairs, said. "I think it's appropriate
to make the general things clear."
Senator Winfield Rose, political
science professor. said the Universi-

ty should re-examine the budget by
individual programs in the event of
budget cuts. 1.
"This is a part of public administration," Rose said. "Good things
can actually come from this ~use
et·nain programs can become obsolete.... We have the opponunity to
examine ourselves, and I think we
should."
University President F. King
Alexander said all University pro-

grams should be analyzed based on
their strengths and weaknesses.
''It is a good time to analyze
everything you do, and we will be
analyzing everything." King said.
King also said the Jibntry - the
"foundation of the University'' and financial aid will be priorities
when reviewing the budget.
"We'll handle what they give us,
but the real impact will be with the
students," King said. "The federal

government is encouraging everyone to raise tuition, but we're working together as a University."
Many universities in the New
England area, King said, do not
receive state support and rely heavily on :students, but budget cuts have
a deeper affect on Kentucky universities, which receive state money.
King also said he did not want to
place. a complete freeze on fuculty
positions in the event of budget

cuts.
"I think a freeze will hun our
momentum," King said. "I think
we've got a lot more momentum '
than most universities."
Before raising tuition, the University will look at all other options.
King said.
"We are a University who prides
ourselves on low tuition and high
financial aid," King said. "(Raising)
tuition is our last resort in all this."
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news editor: Mard 0\ven
as.stitant news editor. Scth Comhs
phone: 762-'i-168

Leadership society
sponsors awards
Omicron Delta Kappa
National Le<1dership Society
is sponsoring a Leader of the
Month and Adviser of the
Month nward. Both awards
are given to a member of a
campus organization who
dbplays commendable leadership.
Nominations are collected
every month.
The February nomination
deadline is March 7, and the
March nomination deadline
is Apri14.

.

American Humanics
needs volunteers
The Campus Connection
Volunteer Center, a division
of American Humanics,
needs volunteers to help various Murray community organizations.
For more information,
phone Tim Unfried at 7623808 or Paul Johnwn at 7626117.

Fonner Murray State
biology professor dies
Hunter Hancock, professor
of biological sciences and
chairman of the biology
department at Murray State,
died Jan. 28.
Hancock was a graduate of
Murray State and a World
War li veternn. He helped
establish the Hancock Biological Research Station at Kentucky lake that bears his
name.

USA Funds applications
available in Ordway Hall
Applications
for
USA
Funds Access to Education
Scholarships are available at
the University Scholarship
Office. The scholarships are
available to high-school
senio-rS and enrolll?d college
students. .
•
The program awmds up to
$1,500 for full-time students
and $750 f~r part-time stu-

dents. Award~:> can be
renewed annually.
For more information,
phone the Scholarship Office
at 762-3225.

Quick-recall team
to begin weekly practice
The Murray State quickrecall academic team will
begin its weekly practice at
4:30p.m. Tuesday in Industry
and Technology Center room
134.
Everyone b encouraged to
attend.
For mor£> information,
phone Manocher Djassemi at
762-6920.

Faculty FERPA training
sessions to begin today
Two additional sessions of
Filmily Educational Rights
nnd Privacy Act (FEHPA)
training arc scheduled for
February.
Sessions are scheduled for
3:30 p.m. today 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday.
Sessions will l<:~st approxi-'
mately 45 minutes.
All faculty are rt>quired to
attend, and profe.-;sional staff
members are urged to come
ac; well.
for more information,
phone Donna Harris at 7623380.

University Store to hold
Valentine's Day sale
The University Store will
hold a Valentine's Day Sale
today through Feb. 14. Sweatshirts, jacket!' and clearance
npparel will be marked down
20 percent.
Valentine balloon bouquets
also will be available with
free on-campus delivery.

catnpus l)rietly
near the Capitol Rotunda.
For more information, visit
www.4kcntuckypets.org.

SGA, CAB to sponsor
Delaughter lecture
The Student Government
Association and Campus
Activities Board will sponsor
a free lecture from noted
prosecutor Judge 6obby B.
DeLaughter at 8 p.m. Monday in the Curris Center ball·
room.
The lecture will address the
importance of l'qual justice
and racial reconciliation in
America.
DeLaughter is best known
as the prosl'cutor in the rt'triJI
of white supremacist Byron
De La Beckwith in the
Medgar Evers trial.
For more information,
phone the SGA office at 7626951.

Events to celebrate
Black History Month
Black Hi~tory Month events
are scheduiC'd between today
and Feb. 14.
A WKMS public radio
broadcast of "We Were Here"
will air at noon today.
A presentation titled "AIDS
in Our Community" will be
held at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the
Curris Center Bilrkley Room.
Frank Julian will present
"Turning Points: 100 years of
Civil Rights" at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Curris
Center Barkley Room.
A talent show will be held
Thursday. Time and place
will be announced later.
Everyone is invited to
attend all events.

to rally in state capital
A rally in support of legis.
lntion making extreme acts In~
cruelty to a'nimals a felony in
Kentucky will be held at 12:30
p.m. Thursday in Frankfort

february 7, 2003

''The News" speed-date
applications due today
"The Murray State News"
is looking for 20 students to
p.uticipalc in a dating feature. The students will take
part in a speed date from
8:30-10 p.m. Tuesday and
have eight minutes to interact
with each member of thC'
opposite sex.
Four students will be selected to move on to a one-onone date.
For more information, visit
"The Murray State News" at
111 Wilson Hall or visit
http:/ /www.thenews.org for
an application.

Hospital to sponsor
Diabetes HeaHh Day
Murray-Callaway County
Hospital's Center for Diabeh!s, Primary Care Medical
Center and Golden Mobility
arc sponsoring a Diabetes
Health Day from noon to 4
p.rn. Feb. 14 in Benton.
Primary Care is located at
543 Powell Lane in Benton.
For more information,
phone (270) 252-1700.

Center governing board
accepting applications
The Rape Crisis Center is
accepting applications to fill
vacancies on its Board of
DirL•ctors. The board is
responsible for setting policies and procedures related to
operation of the center.
Meetings are held seven
times a year on the :.econd
Thursday of each month at 6
p.m.
ror more information,
phone Carolyn Smith at (270)
534-4422.

Unitarian Fellowship
Campus Briefly is compiled by
to
hold
biweekly
meeting
Sel/1 Combs, assistant news t•di·
Animal-rights supporters
The Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship will hold its
biwet'kly m~ting at 11 a.m.
Sunday in the Curris Center
Tennt">SSee Room.
For more information,
phone 762-6232.
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if you 10ould like to r.ubmit n
brief to bt! published i11 Cnmp11s
Briefly, contact Seth Combs by
pJwm• nt 7624468 or fax at 7623175.

Friday, Jan. 31

Monday, Feb. 3

11:20 a.m. A caller reported she 12:44 a.m. A caller advised that
had lost the key to her bike lock subjects in the dorm circle in front
and needed assi-stance to remove of Richmond Collt.>ge were making
thl! lock.
noise.
12:37 a.m. An officer reported the 8:55a.m. A caller reported battery
light on the Stewart Stadium call . acid leaking from a vehicle behind
box was not working.
Waterfield Library.
1:47 a.m. A caller reported several 11:43 a.m. A white van was reportloud subjects throwing food out a ed driving recklessly. The comwindow at Elizabeth College. Th~ plaint was turned over to the Murresidencc director was notified.
ray Police Department.
2:22 a.m. The Hester College resi- 7:21 p.m. A caller reported a male
dcnce director reported the ceiling subject dressed in black and wearin the Hester lobby was leaking.
ing a black mask flashed her by the
9:23 p.m. An officer advised that trash receptacle outside Wilson
the fuel pump at the motor pool Hall. A report was taken.
wa~ left on. The officer turned off
...
the pump.
Tuesday, Feb. 4
10:06 a.m. A caller advised that
signs
had been taken from the
Saturday, Feb. 1
Stewart
Stadium parking lot dur4:08 a.m. An officer reported
ing
the
basketball
game Saturday
someone had run over a light
night.
A
report
was
taken.
m<1rker at White College.
1:49
p.m.
A
caller
reported
a vehi4:30 a.m. The Murray Police
cle
parked
in
a
handicapped
space
Dl'partment reported a large
near
the
Trio
Building.
group of people gathering at the
6:05 p.m. A residence director
B:1ptist Student Union.
10:23 a.m. A Food Services reported the Springer College camem ployce requested an officer era system was not working.
open the loading docks at General 11:02 p.m. A caller reported someone had taken his cell phone and
Services so she could get to a
would not give it back.
refrigerator. An officer opened
the door.
12:38 p.m. A caller reported she Wednesday, Feb. 5
had backed into a parked vehicle 12:24 a.m. A subjt.>ct requested a
report be taken concerning the
at the Curris Center parking lot.
1:06 p.m. A caller advised that her theft of a camping chair. A report
doughter had been harassed by was taken.
3:54 a.m. A caller reported finding
male subjects at the horse bam.
. a broken safe with missing money
bags iri Winslow Dining Hall.
Sunday, Feb. 2
11:55 a.m. An electronic card game
4:13a.m. A caller reported a possi- was found in a handicapped space
ble fight between two males in the in the Blackburn parking area.
parking lot between Hart and 7:26 p.m. A s tudent reported
Clark colleges. The subjects were another individual had his cell •
gone upon officer arrival.
phone and would not return it.
8:22a.m. An officer advised that a
speech group had propped open
the door at the south side of the
Business Building.
Motor assists - 7
7:23p.m. A caller reported the back Racer escorts - 11
door of Ordway Hall was open.
10:19 p.m. R.Jcer Patrol reported Police Beat is compiled by Sctl1 Combs,
tape on the locking mechanism of assistant news editor, from tnntermls
the Business Building's north door. provide,t by Public Safety All disThe tape was removed.
patched calls are not listed.
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The gentlemen of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to extend an invitation
to the following ladies to attend our annual Crush Dance:
Tanya Adams
Rachael Alberter
Sara Allen
Macy Andrews
Whitney Arnold
Cassie Ayres
Sara Bailey
Shelly Bard
Miranda Barnett
Danlelle Belt
Meredith Derry
Blair Dennen
Drea Dennen
Jill Benton
Ashley Bile
Krlsty Board
Laura Book
Bethany Boone
Rebecca Boyd
Anna Brewer
Holly Brooks
Erin Bruner
Camilla BucklnQbam
Chelsea Bullard
Emily BurrouQhS
Whitney BurrouQhs
Whitney Bushart
Kelly Carpenter
Mary Kathryn Cash

Lacy Cheek
Refllna Clark
Emily Cleaver
Kendra Coe
Amanda Cole
Stacy Cook

BrldfleU Mileham

Erin ROflers
Kristin Rose
Amy Ross
Beth Rosstr
Kayla Rudolph
Julie Rust

LaaraL,_

Toni Duncan
Tracie Dycus
Healber farrow
Becky falheree
Hannah florence
Jennie frazier
Merldelh Gates
Kristen Gessner
Ashley Givens
Emily Goehman
Susan Green
Kacl Greer

Leslie Lyons
Allison Major
Ashley Major
UndSey Iadow
Beth Martin
Jodi Martin
AliCia Mathis
MtQan Malhis
Laura LeiQh MatrinQiy
Mlthelle Mattlnlly
~

Dawn Johnson
Teresa Johnson
Andrea Keen
Becky Keslerson
Lindsey Koester
Kalle Konrad

KriSim llcGJD
Bra._ Mc:GreQor
Heather McKee
Ashley lltader
L~ Whitney Meadows
Whitney Medley
Naaalle MehrinGer
Undsey Melloo
Amanda MIDer
Andrea Miller
StephanJe Minix

Ellen Orndorff
Becky OWier
...
Mary Susan Partin
Amanda Patt
Ellttn Pente
Laura Pendleton
Tlffa ny Ptater
Amanda Prau
Ashley Pritchett
Courtney PolloCk
Amanda Profll
Sara Purdue
Kelly Reeves
Erica Rlthle
Laura Rlmar
Laura Riner
Ashley Robbins
Ashley Roberts

Jeonlfer SOUtherland
Brittany Sowell
Ashley Stanlon
Kacey Slark
Clirlshell Staust
April SleenburQen
Stac:ey Slephen
Courlney Sutherland
Landy Syler
)ace Tapp
MeaQan Tapp
faith Terry
Jennifer Thomas
Chelsee Thompson

Emily Tilford
Crystai'JYrle
Sara Ulley
Jamie VauQhn
sara VauQhn
Belhany Walker
Holly Walker
Jennifer Ward
Stephanie Warson
Lori Webb
Allison Webster
Ashley Wheatley
Tiffany While
Lauren Wieder
Kasy Wilson
Monlta Wilson
Tiffany Wilson
Jackie Wise
AmberWray
Jennifer YounQ

The dance will be held at 9p.m., Feb. 12th at the Murray Country Club.
~

..._• .,. , r....r
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Performing arts provide outlet
for students to express issues
by Vanessa Childers
contrihllling wrirer
Six Murray State students revealed a range of talents from singing and dancing to reading poetry on
Tuesday night as pan of an event to celebr:ue Black
History Month.
The Office of African-American Student Services
and Ethnic Programs sponsored the pmgram, titled
"Revelations: African-Americans in thl! Performing
Arts," in the Curris Center Theater.
Neuisha Lyte. junior from Dyersburg, Tenn.;
Marte1e Hammond~. junior from Murray; Lamonica Hunt. sophomore from Paducah, Eryn Murray,
junior from Lexington; Andrea Reynolds, senior
from Madisonville; and Karsia Slaughter. graduate
student from Murray, performed in the Alvin Aileyinspired event.
Alvin Ailey i~ credited with the foundation of
America's tir~t black dance compnny, and although
Ailey originally chorcogr<lphed a production of
"Revelations" to represent his life, Tue:.day's performance showcased current issues facing AfricanAmericans through a variety of perfonning nns.
"Very rarely do we see African-Americans perform on campus," Slaughter said. "Tonight people
were able to see the rnlents of all of the participants."
Lyte contributed to the program by reading two
original poem~. She said the social standings of
blacks in America in~pirl!d her work
Cherie Stubblefield, coordinator of the Office of
African-American Student Scrv1ces and Fthnic Programs. was master of ceremonies for thl! production.
"Music has always been a form of expression for
African-Americans,"' Stubblefield said. 'Tonight
gave people an opportunity lO see Afrkan-Amcricans express themselves through song. dnnce and
writing ••
Additional events arc scheduled throughout February to honor Black History Month.

Black
History
Month

Above: Andrea Reynolds, senior from
Madisonville, and Marteze Hammonds, ,junior from Murray, perform
one of the many dances at Thesday
night's Black History Mont h event.
Right: Er yn Mur ray, soph.o more
from Lexington, and Reynolds showcase current Issues facing blacks
through dance.
Jon Wilkc!The News

Next week's events
Today: WKMS public radio broadcast: "We Were Here," noon
Monday: Lecture by Judge Bobby B. Delaughter, noted prosecutor in the Medgar Evers case, 8 p .m., Curris
Center ballroom
Tuesday:" AIDS in Our Community" with jackie Bard and Bruster Tunnell, 6 p.m., Curris Center Barkley Room
Wednesday: "Turning Points: 1850-1950, 100 Years of Civil Rights," lecture w ith Frank H. Julian, 7 p.m., Curris Center Barkley Room
Thursday: Talent ::;how, time and place to be announced
Friday: WKMS public radio broadcast: "We Were Here," noon

Financial troubles
force restaurant
to relocate in May
by Seth Combs
assistant

Ot!WS

editor

Amid financial pressure, the
owners of Gloria's World Village
Foods plan to move from their
longtime location across from
Pogue Library.
Gloria':;,
an
internationally
themed establishment next door to
Fifteenth & O live, has been a
favorite locution for some of Murray State's international and American students for years. said Angel
Poe. senior from Dawson Springs.
''A big pan of Gloria's is its
appeal to international students
because it has a lot of foods that
they may have back home," Poe
said. "It also appeals to American
students like me because. in addition to being a restaurant, it has a
lo t of exotic foods and spices it is
difficult to find anywhere in Westem Kentucky."
Gloria S hull, co-owner of Gloria's, said the decision to move was a
difficult one.
"This is a missionary place;
we've been like a mom and dad to
our students," S hull said. "We've
been working with international
students since before the restaurant,
when we housed internationals at
our home. It was hard to decide to
move away from what we have
here, but it's just difficult to stay
here financially."
Shu ll said financial problems
make staying at the present location
almost impossible.
"It's too hard to make a living,"
Shull said. "My husband starts at
around 4:30 in the morning and
goes until after 10 (at night), but we
barely make enough to pay the bi lls.
We can hardly even pay ourselves."
The obscure location and parking
issues only intensify the financial
difficulties, Shull said.
"There is definite lack of parking
here," Shull said. "We need a place
with more parki ng where more people can come. People in the com-

munity also don't even know we're
here. If we have more parking. we
can advertise more."
'The restaurant's lease expires in
October. but Shull said she hopes to
be out by May.
"Master (Tung) Dinh owns the
space we're in now. and that lease
runs out this coming October,''
Shull said. " I f' we tind a place to
move. we'll be out by May so Master Dinh can use this space for
another program."
Shull said she could not disclose
the possible new location of G loria· s Restaurant.
"We don't have a definite place,
and financially it will be very difficult for us to buy a building. but we
really think God is going to ~ee this
through." Shull said.
Shull also said she has big plans
for a new and larger location.
"We want to be able to make a
living, have a bigger place, have
more cultural exchange. more parking and more dishes from different
countries." Sh ull said. "We also
want a more family-oriented establishment. We'd like to have a community area in the front where we
could play music and maybe o ldfashioned movie~ and also have an
ice-cream parlor."
Poe said the move could negatively affect Gloria's appeal to students while increasing its visibility
to the wider Murray community.
"Being on campus helps their visibility with students. but they have
a strong clientele here," Poe said.
"Some students may still travel out
to a new location. ·•
Although the transition will be
difficult, Sh ul l said she will remain
committed to the original ideals of
Gloria's.
"All my life, I've had a deep love
for people of every culture and
wanted for them to be respected and
loved," Shull said. "We really love
what we do (at Gloria's). The t ime
is just right to expand."

~sprint.

~ac:~o\JS
Pots & paints. LLC
rY"\TTc•·u

Now, for just $30 a month you get 300 Anytime
Minutes and Unlimited Night and Weekend
Minutes!

•

studio

Nationwide Long Distance is Included.
Every minute, every day.

Valentine's Day Special

With this PCS Free and Clear Plan, call to anywhere in the U.S.
from anywhere on the Sprint Nationwide PCS Network, reaching
more than 230 million people for clarity you can see and hear.

]ridatj ]eb. 1itth
Live }Vlusic & Hors d'oeuvres

Free PCS Phone from Sprint!

Sweetheart Painting Special
Cimitea Space, (?all nnw and siqn up!

(

(fj

Reservations are required!

"
\!)

305 N. 12th Street Murray, Kentucky 753-2780 Open Mon. to Sat. 11 am - 8 p.m.

[ave Calculator

Clear. dltJttal Pes
Phone from Spnnt
(model CDM9155SP)

Now, select new $99.99 PCS Phones are free after a $100 instant
rebate from Sprint with activation of a new line of service.
Offer eods)!1103 Subject to etedlt approval. Savl[lgs !lli!Y.not e~ceed purchase pnoe qt p/!one. S150 termln811on ancl $34 99 activation
ree appl( .....,pend•fl!l on credit prepa~ment. a $125 or $250 deP.Os•t may apply In certain allillate mariets. rebate terms may vwy based

on Ct8d1 htstOiy Ristnctioos apply see an-stote maieoals lor iletals

Cellular Corner
200 South 4th St.

753-5053

(at the comer of 4th & Maple on the Court Square)

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Thursda!j, ]ebruar0 13, 2003
r<ocking Chair Lounge
11 a.m. to 1p.m.
Test {dour compatabilitlj with
ljOIAY ex, !jOUr girlfriend, OY ljOIAY
bo!jfriend!

FREE MEAL! Pizza at 7:40.
First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall.
203

S. 4th St.

753-1854
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Students act to counter cuts
Our View
Issue:
Students
responded

to

SGA's letter-writ-

What do you think about
the media coverage of the
recent NASA tragedy?

ing campaign
immediately and
in surprising
numbers.

"Honestly, I don't
have an opinion
because I haven· t
been watching
too much of that
coverage."

POSITION:

We applaud students for taking
such an

active

interest in this
,

Natalie Higdon
junior, Fancy Farm

<.:ampaign to
oppose budget

cuts.

"I think the
explosion is a
really big thing,
and 1 can't imagine the families
having to see so
much of it on
TV.''
Soo-jin McKibben
graduate student, Korea

"It's just

the right
amount of news
coverage because
it's a tragedy, but
it's time to move
on."
Victor Brown
senior, Radcliff

"1 think on some
accounts, the
media gives us
great info, but in
some ways they
drag it out just to
make more
money."
Jennifer Dellinger
S6mor. Hazel

Jenny Hnhnrrhe News

2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews 0 murraystate.edu
fax: 762·3175

Loree Stark
editor in ch1ef • 762-6877
Ryan Brooks
associate editor • 762·4468
Marcl Owen
news editor • 762·4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762·4468
Kyser Lough
college life editor • 762-4480
Chris Jung
sports editor • 762·4481
Seth Frank
online editor • 762·4468
Zachary Konkol
chief copy editor • 762-4468
Karrl Wurth
photo ed1tor · 762-4468
Arela Hathcock
advertising manager · 762·4478
Joe Hedges
adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source tor mforma·
lion,
Our goal Is to present that Information m
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum lor expression
and debate .
"The Murray State News· offers a hands·
on learning environment lor those students
interested in journalism or other fields relat·
1ng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its edators should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
*The Murray State News" is prepared and
ed1ted by students and IS an official publica·
110n of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" 1s tree.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

Murray State students can no longer be
accused of apathy.
When the Student Government Association placed an advertisement in "The
Murray State News" asking students to
actively oppose budget cuts, it did not
expect the ensuing wave of responses.
"Initially, I thought maybe 100 or so
responses would be coming in," SGA
President Jace Rabe said.
He was wrong. On Jan. 3 I, the day the
ad appeared, the SGA received 764 student responses.
"The response has been great," Rabe
said. "It says students are taking a proactive stance at this issue. Students realize
they have the opportunity to voice their
opinion. They're saying they're not willing to put up with these budget cuts."
In addition to the ads, the SGA representatives handed out fonn letters for students to sign. This was an effective strategy as well. More and more students
joined in opposition to the budget cuts
that could mean a dramatic increase in
tuition.
Although Rabe said the large number
of letters received statewide does not rule
out budget cuts for education, it could
very well affect the size of the cut.
"Budget cuts would definitely be higher if students just sat back and did nothing,'' Rabe said.
As of press time, the SGA received an
encouraging 2,005 letters from students.
We applaud students for doing their
part in ensuring budget cuts remain at a
minimum. Students realize a large budget
cut could also mean faculty cuts, program cuts and a considerable tuition
increase.
We hope this show of participation is

not just a one-time thing. Hopefully students will realize that taking action and
voicing opinions can go a long way.
We look forward to seeing students
take a more proactive stance when it
comes to their education.
Students should be aware they are not
alone in their fight against budget cuts.
The first person to sign one of the SGA's

form letters in opposition to the budget
cuts was University President F. King
Alexander.

11te staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of ''The Murray State
News. " The editorial board is composed of
all section editors.

Schools unite to fight budget crisis
Students, by now you are aware that the
Student Government Association is engaged
in an aggressive campaign to tight potential
budget cuts. This is in response to a proposed
cut in lotate appropriations to all public educational institutions.
As president of Murray State University's
SGA, I am a member of the Kentucky Board
6f StOdc;nt BP<b ~sidents (BSBP). Serving
on lbis board, lpave the opportunity to work
with the student-body presidents of Western
Kentucky
University,
University
of
Louisville. Morehead State University, University of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky University and Northern Kentucky University.
The BSBP also retains a seat on the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education.
Through this influential position, the students of Kentucky's public institutions have
a voice In the state government.
BSBP meets monthly to discuss i:;sues facing students from all over the Commonwealth. During the last few months, there has
been increasing talk about the possible education cuts. Realizing that this would directly affect the lives of aU students. the BSBP
decided to act.
The letter-writing campaign at Murray is
just one facet of a statewide strategy developed at our January meeting. Our letters and
efforts are being mirrored at all the public

schools around the state. Knowing that. I
wiJI now explain to you all the damaging
effects that will result from these cuts.
Murray State receives approximately $50
million in state appropriations each year. The
tuition students pay to attend school only
accounts for 27 percent of the cost for their
education, while the rest is funded by the
state. Ken.tQc;Jcy {egtm«n ~.pposing to
cut educational appropriations anywhere
from 7.8 percent to 9 percent in next year's
state budget. When broken down. 7 .8 percent
would result in a $4 million cut. while a 9percent cut would equal $4.6 million lost.
If the entire burden of absorbing these budget cuts were placed upon the students, it
would be necessary to increase student
tuition by 18 percent to combat a 7.8-percent
cut and 20.4 percent to combat a 9-percent
cut. These tuition increases, however, do not
reflect standard inflationary increases that
always impact our University by about 4 percent.
Of course. Murray State will not allow the
entire load of budget cuts to falJ on student
tuition. The University will develop a plan to
mix increases in revenue with decreases in
expenditures. This could result in less fulltime faculty, loss of scholarships, decreases
in hours of operation of facilities, program
cuts. loss of student-worker jobs and much

more. Out-of-state students will feel these
effects 'to a greater extent because they
already pay twice as much.
As students, we have the opportunity to do
something about it. We need tu make our
voices resound throughout the Commonwealth. As we continue to complain about
our current situation and stand idly by and
watch our oppqrtunities slip away, we h•ve
two options - lirst, continue to let the state
steamroll our future and remain apathetic, or
take a united stand and tell the ~tate we will
not tolerate these budget cuts. Now is the
time to put our complaints and frustrations
into action. We need to light for our future
and the future of higher education. We are
entitled to the highest-quality education
available.
I urge each student to take an active
approach on this issue by supporting our
campaign through individual letters to your
legislators. We will march on the capitol on
Feb. 27. You are all invited to join us. If you
have any questions. you can phone the SGA
office at 762-6951.

Jace Rabe is pn•sident of the Murray Stare
Student Go\'ernment Assot•iation.

In My
Opinion

Jace
Rabe

"Our letters
and efforts are
being mirrored
at all the public schools
around the
state."

Columbia tragedy hits home for student
In My
Opinion

jesse
Thoeming

I was in class this past Saturday when I heard about the
tragedy in the sky. It didn't realty strike me then. Nor did it
strike me when I got home and
watched the news.
l had heard what happened
some eight hours before and was
braced for the sadness on the
television. I called home the next
day to have my weekly chat with
the folks. We talked about the
usual: classes, financial situations, upcoming interviews, etc. I
was just about to hang up when I
realized I hadn't mentioned anything about the Columbia. My
mom informed me that one of the
first pictures taken of me was
with my family sitting in the living room and watching the
Columbia go up on its first mission. l wasn't even a half year

Campus radio station informs
students of current events
To the &litor:
The editorial ''Students Need Awareness"
in the Jan. 31 edition of ''The Murray State
News'' offered several ideas about how to
infonn oneself about "the political and economic climate in which we live.'' We invite
you to tune in to National Public Radio un
WKMS at 91.3 FM as well. Monday through

old then .
Hearing that, I recalled my dad
picking me up from day care one
day and asking me if I had heard
a~ut the Challenger. I remember
who I was standing next to and
all the other stuff associated with
a "permanent memory." It was a
very big deal to me.
lt troubled rne on days following the Columbia tragedy to hear
people, even some of my close
friends. say thut it's not that big
of a deal, that people die every
day and that worldwide media
attention doesn't surround those
occurrences, that the seven astronauts who perished on Saturday
knew the high element of risk
surrounding their mission and
that we should not be surprised
when a tragedy occurs.
Another person said space

Friday, we broadcast over nine-and-a-half
hours of in-depth national and world news
during the day - more overnight and on
weekendc;.
In addition, WKMS broadca<;ts headlines
and feature news for Kentucky, Tennessee
and Illinois within the national programs. Go
to our Web site at www.wkms.org to listen
online or to view our entire program week
because there's more NPR news and great
music to explore. including 11pecial features
like award-winning · documentaries and
broadcasts of Mu~ray State men·~ f(l()tball

*

travel and explomtion is a monumental waste of taxpayer dollars.
"If we can't even fund schools
or escape from the national debt.
then what in the hell are we
doing throwing billions of dollars into the space program'? We
don't need to be up there;· my
friend said.
And maybe that's true. But I
guess it also was true that not
even a century ago. the thought
of being able to travel through
the air was ridiculous. And Jules
Verne was crazy for writing
about underwater exploration.
These ideas were all science fiction.
The fact of the maner is that
tbe purpose of exploring the
mysterious space beyond Eanh is
to improve life here on our planet. The more we know nbout

nnd basketball games.
Reaching 27 counties in four states,
WKMS is licensed to Murray State Univer.;ity, which provides suppon in pannership with
contributing listeners, the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting and underwriters.
We invite you to include WKMS and other
public r..tdio or television stations among your
resources for lifelong learning. Happy listening!
Knte B. Lochte
Station Manager. WKMS - FM

-

what is out there. the better the
likelihood of improving life for
the generations to come.
The seven men and women
who perished Saturday died in an
attempt to do just that. We mourn
now because they served as
ambassadors for our planet, not
in a mean or military sense, but
as a symbol of daring exploration
and inquisitiveness for nil of
humanity.
And that, my friends. is why
the tragic loss of the Columbia
was. and will always be, <I big
deal.

Jesse Thoeming is a senior occupotiorwl safety and health major
from Okawville, 1/1.

"'The Murray State NewiJ.. welc~
commentariC$ and letters to the edltori
~uers should be 300 words or fewer
and must be signed. Contributors should
include addresses ~ phone num~
for verification. Pltasc include hOIDC-i
town, classification, title or relationship

to the University. 1be Murray State
News.. reserves the right to edit for:
$iyle, length lind ctmtent.
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Our troops need support
In My
Opinion

Jon
Wilke

"We must
settle it on the
front end that
lives will be
lost, some of
which could
beloved
ones.

,

On the surface . many pe ople probably
feel the ~a rne way I do about another
··showdown with Saddam," whic h is
lukewarm at best. With the o verload o f
new1o stories, talk and debate :;hows, it
is ea~y LO see how we have desensitized
ant! detac hed ourselves from this "real istic possibility ," not to mention the fact
that we are in the sleepy retirement and
college c ommunity of rural Western
Kentuc ky.
But a deeper look into th b delicate
h sue reveals the dangers nt hand : the
use o f biological. chemical or nuclear
weapons on American service members
nod citizens: terrorist groups huddling
o ver blueprints for compa<.:t nerve
agent~ or atomic explosive devices; and
a tcrrori-;t empire of tyrannical rule in
the region .
In hi s State of the Union address, our
president said trusting Saddam Hussein' s so·called sanity and rcstraim was
no t an o ption for America. To me, three
words leap out of that statement: trust,
sanity and restraint. Sometimes l can't
trust the sanity and restraint of the old
man who parked next to me at WalMart, much less a dictatorial tyrant half
a world a way.
'
Seriously. George Bush is in Lrouble.
folks . Either he. bis staff and the republicans on Capitol Hill are "in the know."
or we. the Americ an public, have lost

our marbles - or vic.:e ver.,a.
Democrats are calling for an openforum debate, anti many polls show low
'lupport for a possible conflict. Fighting
members of the armed forces are assembling in the region for "war-training
exercises:· Ultimatums have been
issued, and the usual host of a llied
nations is not showing interest in taking
military action.
Fellow Americans. for good or bad,
we need lO trust our government. OK,
maybe we shouldn' t trust everyone in
the government, but we should give
Secretary of State Colin Powell a
chance. If Bill Clinton would have been
more aggressive after the attack on the
USS Cole instead of involving himself
in "domestic affairs," thousands of peop le might still be alive today.
Also, with all the different fronts of
debate taking place, we must keep our
sanity. We must settle it on the front
end that Jives wi ll be lost, some of
which could be loved ones.
We all know this war is about the
three-letter word (oi l, for those still
asleep). but we must restrain ourselves
from fading in support of the troops.
Yes, I am a little wacky for telling
college students to rest rain themselves. Most people only know
the word "restrain" in the context of a sentence contain-

mg two other words ...order" and "exgirlfriend."
Speaking from a veteran' s viewpoint.
it is imperative that this lukewarm support toward our nation's response to
Hussein's defiance become "red hot"
when troops go downrange. Deployed
troop<; rely on the supporr of the ir fam ilies, fnends and neighbors. If we a llow
ourselves to become cold, many bodies
will likely come back
the same way.

.

for action

Iraq should not to be confused with
"erack," which is an Egyptian word that
Jon Wilke i.f a
means "fighting." Sometimes I feel there
junior
public
is no real difference between the two. , •
rei at ion slj ourIn o ne way, it's ironic Iraq was j)
nalism
double
"friend" to the United States. especially
major
.from
considering how hateful the American
Gran ville.
media and government
have become toward
it.
As usual, I will refer
you to history books
and, more specifically.
the 1980-88 Iraq-Iran
war. It started for no
apparent reason. and
wh ile just under I mil lion souls were lost
from both sides with
m illions wounded and
made homeless, some
profited from the disastrous conflict. Countries such as France.
Israel, the USSR and
the United States benefited in o ne way or
ano ther.
M ore specifica lly,
the Un ited S ta tes pro·
vided weaponry. supplies and strategic
•
information to Iraq; more importantly . it
Americ a needs an e>.clu- ing the Taliban "oppresput political pressure on those who supsive source to import oil. ~ors " and installing a
plied Iran with the same type of products.
Since the early '70s. we've mu~kery of democracy. It
T he United States had to protect its inter·
been protec ting our oil may have been justified in
ests in the area. Who could blame it for its
interests with severe pre- Afghanistan. but what·
actions?
caution to guard against ~•bout Iraq? Has the media "
One thing does raise a remarkable quesano\ her 197 J - when an oil forgotten the search for bin
tion. however. W hy would Hll lhesc counshortage created a panic- Laden'! It has its scope on
tries- especially freedom -fighting, peaceinducing crisis that threat- Iraq and North Korea.
ful
o nes such as the United States - want
ened America's "drive''
People· s anention span
with
such a point less. dirty war7 Why
for living in excess.
is so limited. This is a
-..l deal with a "madman" like Saddam HusAmeri can~ are now livglobal soap opera. Watch
~ \"t sein?
ing in a n excess demanded C NN to see who's havThere' :; only one reason that could
by American culture: dri- ing the affair
motivate the U n ited States to get involved
ving SUVs in single fi le t h i s
in suc h a hostile, insignificant war
through congested traffic. month
choking the earth of its la-.t and who
between two Third World countries:
drop of natural resources winds up
oil. I f the United States had acted as
and slowly killing thema
a peace fon:e, it would have
selves with fast -food burg- coma.
stepped in on both sides. not
ers ami cigarettes.
During
just o ne.
Iraq has the world's sec- the Gulf
Agam I pose the queso nd-larg es t o i I rec;erve, Wnr,
an
tion: Why did the United
and the United States e s timat e d
States deal with a
10,000
to
wants it. U .S . offic1als
"madman" such as
build a case against Iraq. 200.000 Iraqi civilians
Mr. Hussein'! They
They know Saddam will died as n d irect result of
d idn ' t
know
his
lie about anything, so alle- U .S . mili tary activities.
character?
I can
gations
begin.
They That's unarmed, in nocent
almost guarantee the
receive backing from other people ruled by a fascist
United Stutes governnations through bnbcry dictator who controls their
me nt knew exactly what
and vague connections food rations .
was at stake when it made the
linking the Iraqi regime
Saddam is expected to
indirect. nonpublic move to deal with Mr.
and AI -Qaeda.
use the same defense stratH ussein.
It '~ not only about the
egy he did 12 years ago Now. as we approach the middle of the
oil. The 13ush administra- using Iraqi civilians a-;
second decade o;ince the "friendship" fell
tion has pus hed the "war cover. In the end, the Unitapart. the drums of battle arc heating in
on terrorism" too far. ed States will get what it
every heart of every American nnd probaAfgha11istan was an inter- wants, but at what cost?
b ly every Iraqi as well. From where did
natiomtlly
supported,
a
ll the hatred come?
expensive venture to hunt
" Jraq poses a threat to the world and.
down te rmrists. their train
Chris Taylor is a soplwmore
importantl y, to the U.S.," they tell
ing camps and their lead- more journalism major
u
s.
Do
you actually believe that'! Iraq has
ers. not to mention remov · jimn Om·er, Tenn .
been contained, confined and imprisoned
for more than a decade. and it has done
nothing but feed itself and survive the
scorching climate of the region .
I conclude that the rc~t son for this sudden interest in Iraq is to control an even
larger piece of the nil pie and, as usual.
,
Howdy. f1)lks. I have some rather dbpleasing "Howdy. folks."
when I am forced to use the phrase " Howdy,
d
isplay the superior technological, stratenews lor ull of you that read my column. Yes,
SURELY TO GOD YOU MUST BE M AD. fo lks" at the beginning. Yes, we all laugh when I
g
ic
and military prowess of the United
that's right. I am talking to all 12 of you, so lis- GIBSON!!! HOW WILL YOU EVER MAKE use the term ''thought provoking" to describe a
States.
While in Lhc process of sending
ten up.
IT WITHOUT T H IS PHRASE!? HOW WILL future "On rhe John." Tlw day I write something
Iraq
back
to the Stone Age, the economy
thought
provoking
is
the
R~cently. I considered refurbishing my colday
pigs
sprout
wings
YOU EVER REPLACE IT'!' DO YOU NOT
will be stimulated. Think of that as a
umn. Certain elements ha' e become rather tire- REALIZE WHAT SUCH A RASH DECISION and fly. But it wuld happen. Evolution can
bonus.
some and somewhat lacking "hen it comes to WILL DO TO THE CURRENT STATE OF occur.
President B ush keeps reminding us that
humor. It is my intention to remove most ofthe~e IRAQI/NORTH KOREAN/AMERICAN POLl·
I do refer to the remMal of the. intra as a possome of the rea<onns the United States is
element~ anJ create a better. ~trongcr, fhster colTICS?!!
sibility. not a definite. This is because I would
umn - a $6 million column, if you will . Of
I know these thoughts nnd fear~ must be run- like to allow everyone who reads this column to
going to war include weapons disarmat:ourse. in order to accomplish this, I will pmba- ning through yuur heads.
decide on the phrase's future. There are two
ment and the removal of Saddarn from
bly need to cnli~t the aid of a couple NASA sciHowever, it is important to realize this is not way-. to do this. One i~ to send an e-mail to
power. Such reasons are honorable, but
ent ish and, of course, Lee Majors to piny the role something I decided on a whim, perhop" while howdyfolksH8 (al hotmai I. com with the subject
shouldn ' t the removal of Suddam come
of my column.
raking a break fwm torturous studying for the line reading "remove" or "don't remove."
from his fe llow countrymen? Shouldn ' t
OK. ~o there is a pl)int when stupid pop-cul- ORE. (By the way. it is currently 5 a .m. as I ~rite
Feel free to. if nothing else, w;e this as a junk
they decide their own fate '!
ture references can go too t~1r. I do bclicv e !leapt this. and I ha\ c taken pn..u:tice exams for the past uccount when you need to :;end one of those
M r. George W. Bush. plea~e answer
well mer that point with the previous paragraph. three hours. I can't decide if I am a nerd. a ~lack· "Send this e-mail to45 friends in the next I0 secthis : If you go to war with Iraq. will you
Any .... ay, hack to\\ hat J .,., as saying. I urn plan- cr or a sad combination of both.) No. this is onds to recche in~·.tant luck: fai lure to do so wiJI
no doubt kill civilians, destroy homes and
ning on di.;posin£ of ~orne of the le~s - humorous something J ha\e planned to do for quite some result in a lifetime of pain'' c-mails. The other
wipe out entire communities, either intenaspecb of my column. I cannot. however. get rid time. It just so happens that two or three other option. and the better of the two. would be to go
tionally or accidentally'! Thi s is all
of all of them . This i'> because of two major reu- people made the suggestion as well, and so I to w.... w.msuracers.com, register fur free and
because {publicly. the main reason) Sadtalo;c the online poll in the "Chatterbox" section.
.sons . One is that I need to 1-.eep some of these have been considering it a little more.
dam is not abiding by U.N. re~o l utions .
dcvtccs around just for my oY..n pcrsonul amu~e 
It is not necessarily be~ a use 1 lind thi" two- Not only do you get to choose the intro's fate.
George, do you reali1e that in starting a
inent, and the other reason is that if one vvere to word intro lucking in humor that I am cunsidcr- but you al-;o become a member of a growing
war,
you become a vinl<ttor of United
purge all the unwanted, nonhumorous clements ing culltng 11. II wus never intended to be funny. online t:ommunity ol, like, I I billion (OK. more
Nations
resolutio ns your:-.elf'?
of my column. "The Murray State News" would but rather a \\ ay of trying to be casual with the like 500) Murray State ~tutlcnts .
Are you sure you want to make the
have just u huge. gaping white ~pace located whole column. Plus. I say ''howdy·• and ''folks"
Well, bdies nnJ gentlemen, you decide. The
same mistakes as Saddam'!
\vherc my commentary should be. Perhaps they qui te often in ordinary c,m,ersation. so J thought polls are npen. Rod the \il)le.
co uld use that space for some advcni~ernent s. it wa-. a \cry Gib,on-esque intro. No. my probmaybe for a certain type of pia a.
lem with the phmse is that using it malo.e:. it ,·ery
Abdulla El-bamum is a columni.ft for
Su. with allthi" ~aid, I "ould like tn announce difficult to o;tart commentaries. 1t is hard to start John Gibso11 is a columni.\1 for "flze Murray
''The Murray State News. "
which part of my co lumn could get the axe: a serious or thought-pro,oking commentary Stare New:.. "
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U.S. action endangers
innocent Iraqi civilians
In My
Opinion

Chiis
Taylor

" It's not only
about the oil.
The Bush
administration
has pushed
the •war on
terrorism' too

far. "
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Student votes determine fate of column design
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John

Desire for
oil prompts
Bush's call
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Officials delay launch
of Delta IV rocket

Computers fall to
display Columbia data

FRANKFORT (AP) ·A tax increase Gov.
Paul Patton plans to propose to th e General Assembly on Wednesday ''has no chance
to pass," the chairman of the House b udget
committee said Tuesday.
Instead, House leaders h ave drawn up
their own framework o f a budget that
largely spares elementar y an d secondary
education, thou gh it would make some
deep cuts elsewhere in state government,
Rep. Harry Moberly said.
The tax p lan Patton is to d escribe to a
joint session of the legislature Wednesday
night would raise $570 million, largely
from business, to cover the rest of the current fiscal year and a shortfall for 2004 projected at nearly $400 m illion.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - The launch of an
unmanned Delta IV rocket has
been delayed out of respect for
the space shuttle Columbia disaster.
The rocket launCh, scheduled
for Friday, was to be the first
since seven astronauts were
killed Saturday when Columbia
disintegrated minutes before it
was to land.
The rocket will carry an Air
Force satellite that will be part
of the country's national-security communications network.
The satellites in the network
relay secure data to the White
House, U.S. embassies and mili·
tary personnel.
The launch was to mark the
first military mission of the Air
Force program known as the
Evolved Expendable Launch
Vehide. Boeing and Lockheed
Martin were the contractors
hired to execute the program.

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) - Data from the last 32 seconds before space shuttle
Columbia broke into pieces in
the Texas sky was so faint and
ragged that computers at Johnson Space Center did not display it.
But that information, if it can
be pieced together, could
answer key questions about the
mission's last moments.
U usable, it could give additional :;ensor readings on suCh
measures as temperature and
power levels, giving engineers a
better timeline of the disaster,
said Donna Shirley, an aerospace mechanical engineering
professor at the University of
Oklahoma, who was manager
of the Mars exploration p rogram at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in the mid-1990s.

PADUCAH (AP) ·Hourly workers at the
nation's on ly p lant that enriches uranium
for commercial nuclear power walked out
Tuesday in protest over wages, health care
and pension issues.
The strike affects about 620 workers,
about half the Paducah Gaseou s Diifusion
Plant wor kforce of roughly 1,250, leaving
managers to run the plan t.
Elizabeth Stuckle, spokeswoman for
Bethesda, Md.-based USEC, said Tuesday
the company has offered to meet w ith a
federal mediator and is willing to work
with the union.
Stuckle said USEC would continue operating "safely and reliably" with the p lant's
salaried work force.

McConnell receives caD from Bush
after undergoing heart surgery
LOUISVILLE (AP) · Sen. Mitch McConnell
was moved out of the cardiac intensive care
unit and received a get·well call from President Bush on Tuesday, a day after he underwent triple-bypass heart surgery.
McConnell, a Kentucky Republican, was
moved to the cardiac step-down unit at the
National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda,
Md., just outside Washington, according to
a statement from the senator's office.
McConnell underwent the bypass s urgery
after learning he had arterial blockages on
Friday after undergoing a cardiac catheteri·
zation.

.

Twin Towers memorial
nears final selection
NEW YORK (AP) · The
world's tallest building would
soar over the New York skyline
under two design proposals
selected as finalists in the competition to rebuild the World
Trade Center site.
Both the plan from Berlinbased architect Daniel Libeskind and one proposed by
THINK, an international team
of design firms, would build
structures rising h igher than
Malaysia's 1,483-foot Petronas
Twin Towers, the world's tallest
buildings.
The final selection will be
made at the end of the month.
While many New Yorkers
have called for soaring s tructures that would replan· the
Twin Towers, a recent New
York Times/CBS poll found 53
percent of New Yorkers unwill·
ing to work in one of the higher
floors at the site.
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Pennsylvania cattle
munch on snack food
NOTIINGHAM, Pa. {AP) If
the cattle at the Herr family
farm seem eager at the trough,
they have good reason. No
mundane meal of com and hay
here. This feed is spiced with a
snack-food -lover's smorgasbord: potato chips, cheese curls
and pretzels.
Blessed bovine elsewhere in
Pennsylvania get even sweeter
treats: chocolate balls and Frost·
ed Mini-Wheats.
While cattle have been eating
human food byp roducts for
years, more farmers this winter
are filli ng the trough with
snack-food goc:xties, a moneysaving solution to high com
prices caused by last summer's
drought.
Industry experts say that
because feeding livestock discarded human food saves
money and helps the envirqn·
ment, Bessie will be munching
on potato Chips more often in
the future.

Koreans reactivate
nuclear facilities
SEOUL, South Korea

Some 1.3 million health
teams will try to vaccinate
every unprotected child
under 5 years of age.

(AP) - North Korea said

Wednesday th at it has NATO holds meeting
reactivated nuclear facilities frozen for nearly a to discuss Iraq crisis
decade and wi ll u se them
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP)
"at the presen t stage" NATO called a special meeto nly to produce electrici· ing to d iscuss the Iraq crisis,
ty, adding additional ten- as pressure gre~ Wednession to the crisis over day on France and Germany
Pyongyang's nuclear pro- to drop their veto on the
gram .
alliance's starting m ilitary
The
Nor th 's
ma in planning for a support role
n uclear complex at Yon- in a possible war.
bgyon was purportedly
NATO's policy-making
the center of a suspected North Atlantic Council will
nuclear weapons pro- meet Thursday afternoon to
gram in the 1990s. In discuss Secretary of State
December - amid the Colin Powell's address to the
growing standoff with United Nations, where he
the United States - the was expected to lay out new
North expelled U.N . evidence of iraqi weapons
experts monitori ng the · programs and a11eged links
site to ensure it is not to international terrorists.
bein g used to produce
Diplomats at NATO headweap ons.
quarters
said
Powell's
In Washington, White address Wednesday could
H ouse spokesman Ari persuade France, Germany
Fleischer said he was and Belgium to end their
unaware of repor ts that three-week refusal to authothe facilities have been rize preparations for suprevived . U.S. officials an d porting an Iraq war, notably
nuclear experts say the by helping protect NATOamount of electricity that member Turkey from any
North Korea can produce Iraqi counterstrike.
at its nuclear facilities is
All NATO decisions need
negligible .
unanimous support from the
19 allies.

Health officials boost
Wortd Court delays
polio vaccinations
GENEVA (AP) · Indian execution of Mexicans
health authorities wi II
boost international efforts
to wipe out polio when
they launch a campaign to
immunize 165 million
youngsters, U.N. officials
said Wednesday.
The six-day program,
which starts Sunday, will
help achieve the goal of
erad icating the crippling
disease by 2005, saia Or.
Carl Tinstman, a UNICEF
polio expert.

THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) • The United
States must temporarily stay
the execution of three Mexican citizens on death row in
the United States, the World
Court ruled Wednesday.
In a unanimous decision,
the 15-judge panel said that
the delay was needed while
the U.N. court investigates in
full whether the men - and
48 other Mexicans on death
row in U.S. prisons - were

given their right to legal help
from the Mexican government.
The World Court, the
U.N.'s court for resolving
disputes between nations,
has no power to enforce its
decisions, and the United
States has disregarded them
in the past.
Reading the ruling, presiding Judge Gilbert Guillaume
said the court s upported
Mexico's argument that executing the men would cause
"irreparable" damage to
their rights if the court later
finds in Mexico's favor.
"

Britain grants request
for U.S. Air Force base
LONDON (AP) · Britain
gave the United States permission Wednesday to incorporate an air-force base
northern England into its
proposed missile-defense
network.
Defense Secretary Geoff
Hoon, in a w ritten statement
to the House of Commons,
said he was "satisfied that
we have been able to take
fully into account the views
of all interested parties in
coming to a decision."
The cross-party committee
on defense last week said
residents living near the
Royal Air Force's Fyling·
dales base were concerned
about radiation emissions
and other possible health
hazards, but have received
little information.
Prime Minister Tony Blair
said residents have nothing
to fear.
hloon said the British air
force would continue to staff
the radar, which would keep
its early-warning-system
role, and Britain would have
fuU access to data from the
radar.

m

World briefly is compiled by
Adam L. Matlzis, wire tditor.

The Brot:hers
o~ La111bda Chi Alpha would
.
like t:o invit:e t:he ~ollowing girls t:o our
• • • • • ~~ae Mg Valent:ine" Crush Dance • • • • •
Aime e Cly mer
Amanda Borc h e rt
Amanda C arter
Amy Hille
Amy M e loan
A.m y Robe rts
Andre a Lawson
Andre a L e wis
Andrea Miller
Andrea N estor
Anna Barhade li
Annie Walker
A shle y Bile
A shley Dunn
As hley Morris
As hley Stanton
As hley Tiuwell
A shle y Whe atley
B ecca Boyd
B e thany Pate
Bra ndi Hale
Bre Peebles
Bridget Mille r
Brittany Renfro
Brittney Bogard
Brooke Britain

Brooke D avi s
Brooke H a rris
Carrie Cornachio
Casey Corne lison
Casey J e nkins
Chanda S mith
Chante l Dra v es
Chc l see T hompson
Ch e rie S tive r s
Chris tina C lark
Courtney Flood
Crys t a l Hutc his on
Desi B e n n e tt
Elle n Yonts
Emily D e tric k
Emily 1-I e rndon
Emily Kre t z
Erin Brune r
Faith Griffi th
!-lolly Walke r
Jacki e ,.-Tho mas
Janna Fu~ rches
Jaqueline Kortz
Jennifer Guthri e
J e nnife r M a rtin
J e nny Block

Jenny Moss
Jenny Tornmas
Jessica Jones
Jes sica R eed
Jessica Zeleski
Jodi Martin
Kaci Gree r
Kara Cocke
Katie Burnette
Katie Foulkes
Katie Humke y
Kayla Kl~pfen
Kayla Rudolph
K e i sha Bridgeman
K e lly Lady
K e nnette Cleave r
Kim Moc eri
Kitn Morris
:Kim Wes t
Kris-Ann Kaiser
Kri s t e n Larkins
Kris t e n Tay lor
Kris t e n Timm
Landy Syler.
Laura Holt
L a ura Pendleton

Laure n Frisk e ll
Laure n Jun g
Laure n Wilson
L e a I-larris
L eslie White h e ad
Lindsay Thatc h e r
Lindsey M e lton
Lindsey Phillips
Lindsey TooHey
Lindsey White
Lisa Carne
Lis a Pfe iffe r
Lori B e aton
Lynns ie Bittle
Mac y Andre w s
Maegan Mathis
Mallory Cathey
Maria Broc k
Mar y Rybic ki
M e a g an Rogers
Megan Dotson
M ega n Rainville
Megan LaFolle tte
Mere dith Gates
MicJ1e lle B e ll
Mic h e lle llouser

N illie Djassemi
Paula S inger
Rache l Weise n
Rae gan Morton
Richa llohbs
Sara Alle n
Sara Jane Williamson
Sara S c hardein
S ara Sween e y
S ar.a Weaver
Shannon Moore
S hauna Kline
S hawna Rushing
S t e phanie McDaniels
S ummer Moser
Susan Greene
Tara l~iggett
'T'iffa ny White
Tiffany Wilson
Tina C lark
Tisha fliggs
'I'oni C rum
1rac i D ykas
W e ndy Davis
Whitne y Bushart
Whitney M e dle y

Wed., Feb. 1 i!t:h @ g p.m. in t:he annl!x!
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Budget crisis leads to decline in jobs
by Jennie Ripperda
<.:ontnbuting writer
For students in need of a job. Murray
State may not be the place to look.
With pos~ible state budget cuts on the
horizon, most on-campus departments
are not hiring as many students as in the
past.
"As of the last pay period. we had 305
federal and 959 University student workers,'' Lori Dial. as~i..,tant director of financial aid. said.
Dial said departments hire student
workers according to their budget, but
many departments are cutting student
work hours rather than positions.

"1 have noticed that we are hiring more
federal employees than University,'' Dial
said.
According to the Career Services Web
site. only four positions on campus are
currently available, and they are all federa l positions.
"Most of the students being hired are
federal students because the departments
don't have to pay their wages themselves,'' said Shirley Martin, coordinator
of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority Work-Study program.
Many students in work-study positions
are expect to return to the same position
each academic year because of conveniences afforded by an on-campus job.

"It's very convenient to get fmm ont~ [J-C~l~~i;.~!!J
class to another, and the staff is wonderful to work with,'' said Ashley Hulse,
freshman from Murray, who work:. in
Waterfield Library.
Students in the KHEAA program often
receive a job related to their major.
"We have students presently working in
(law) offices, accounting tirms (anti)
optometry offices," Martin .said. "A lot of
students work in child-care facilities .''
According to the Career Services Web
site, to be eligible for the KHEAA work
study, a student must be n Kentucky resident. maintain a 2.0 GPA and l'annot
receive enough financial atd to cover
school expenses.

~-'"iill!""''

Rebekah Perkins,
sophomore from
Clinton.
has
worked at the University Bookstore -.
customer-sen-ice
desk for two years.
Karri Wurth// h~ Nr:ws

'·

Surveys reveal student desires for fitness room :
b y Adam L. Mathis
wire.: c:ditor
The space housing the Curris Center
fitness room will soon undergo another transformation.
The workout lacility. which used to
house a game room, is scheduled to
close when the new Wellness Center
opens. and a recent survey indicate.;
students have new ideas concerning its
replacement: food.
In a Student Government Association survey of 300 students. 26 percent
said they wanted the facility to provide
more food options.
"We found it only fitting that we nsk
the students to see what they would
like to see till in that space," Brett
Kcohan,. University Affairs Senate
chair, said.

At t

Srudents also requested, among
other things, a lounge area and a bowling alley. Keohan snid some responses, such as a strip club, were dismissed.
Students panicipating in the survey
were asked three questions: what they
want in the vacant space, what campus
concerns could be resolved with their
selection and who would benefit from
that selection.
SGA President Jace Rabe said a proposal for more food facilities wi ll be
made to Student Affairs and the Board
of Regents.
"We're going to submit a proposal
of what we want to do ... to the administration," Rnbe said. "We're really
kind of lobbying for the student need."
Don Robertson, vice president of
Studem Affairs, said the results will be

considered.
..We will certainly investigate nod
determine ... what will'best help (student) needs," Robertson snid.
Construction on the Wellness Center
wi ll begin this month and is expected
to take 14 months to complete.
Rabe said construction was originally scheduled to begin last month, but
the project was delayed.
"It's nothing that the University or
administration is backing out on,"
Rabe said.
Keohan said it is importunt that students take SGA surveys seriously.
"(It's) always important that their
voice be heard,'' Keohan said. "When
we do surveys like this, it gives students a chance to voice their concern
and opinion about whnt is going on at
the University."
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What Sho uld Replace t he Fitness Ce nter?
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Music
Coupon

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-0113

I
I

Ju!lt 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•

Off Any l\lew
Compact DiscO
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UNIQUE GIFTS FOR VALENTINE'S DAY
Coupon

GYPSY ROSE CLOTHING
H'EMP JEWELRY- HIPPIE STUFF
HATS - BAGS - HANDBLOWN GLASS
NEW AND USED COMPACT DISCS
BEST SELECTION - LOWEST PRICES

TERRAPIN STATIONI

920 SOUTH 12TH ST. (BEL-AI R CENTER) MURRAY
753-8926 OPEN MON-SAT 10 TO 5:30
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Carlin's to make debut United Way nears goal
by Laure n Friskel
l·omnbuting writer
Steve Jones wants to till the bellies of Murray d1ners.
Jone'>, a Mayfield resident, will
open hi-; new re<>tauranl. Carlin's , in
the present location of Boulders' .
Boulders' is scheduled to permanently close its doors later this
month.
Jones said he has wanted to open a
restaurant in Murray ever s•nce
attending Murray State. Since his
college graduation seven years ago.
Jones has taught physical education
and heallh at Graves County High
School.
"I just feel like Mum1.y is a city
thor is growing nnd is the best location in the area to open n restaurant,"
Jones sa1d.
Bobhy Potts. Boulders' manager.
said Jones' venture will be an expensive undertaking.
"Carlin 's offered to pay triple the

rent for the building," Ports said.
Jones said current Boulders'
employees arc welcome to retain
their jobs after Carlin's takes over
the location.
Jones said his main goal is for
Carlin'<> to be affordable.
"I know what it is like to be a college student," Jones said.
Jones said Carlin' s, named after
his 4 -year-old daughter, will serve
sandwiches a nd salads for the price
of a fast-food meal. Carlin's menu
also will include steak, chickt!n and
pasta. The restaurant will feawre a
\Vall-to-wall bar. numerous television sets and seat more than I89
people.
Jones said he wams Carlin' s to be
a restaurant where parents can bring
their childnm for dinner, yet also
prO\:ide a social atmosphere for college students.
"There will be drink specials, and
occasionally we will bring in
bands." Jones said.

City Administrator Don Elias said
Carlin' s applied for a liquor license
in the second week of January and
will join I 0 other rcstaurunts
licensed to sell liquor in Murray.
Jones said he will personally be at
Carlin's every night to monitor
activity. and· the staff will be
required ro request proper identification from those purchasing alcohol.
"You will not have to be 21 to
enter the restaurant pa~t certain
hours unless it becomes a problern,"
Jones said. "We arc going to regulate and card everyone."
Carlin's is projected to open
March I, and Jones said he expects n
sizable turnout.
"With the opening of a new
restaurant in Mum1y, I am prepared
to be slammed (with business),"
Jones said. "I would like a big college crowd."
Carlin's will be open Monday
through Saturday, I 0:30 a.m. to
midnight.

despite shaky economy
by Brian T. Hawkins
contributing writer
Despite a faltering national economy, the Ca lloway County United Way reached its 2002 fund raising goal.
·'As of today. the United Way's donations have
reached the goal of $305,000, and c;ome donations
are still coming in," Tab Brochman, Calloway
County United Way president, said.
The donations al.:o exceed the 2001 goal of
$300.000.
.
Brockman said the United Way could not have
met its goal without the help of the Murray State
community.
" Murray State was a big help in reaching this
goal," Brockman said.
Carmen Garland, Murray State co-chairper son
for the United Way, said the University's total con·
tribution for the campaign totalled more than

$!!WOO.
"Although this was not quite the $20.000 we had
set as a goal, the total exceeds last year's amount,"

Garland said.
Garland said United Way donations support 18
agencies in the county, including the Amc:rican
Red Cross, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, H umane
Society, Main Street Youth Center, Rape Crisis
Center, Senior Citi1ens Center and Western Kentucky Assistive Technology Consortium."
''These agencies serve thousands of Calloway
County residents," Garland said.
Brockman said the monl!y raised in Calloway
County stays in the county.
"These fu nds help the ugencieo; provide vital
charitable services," Brochman said.
Contributions can still be made for the 2002
drive by contacting Carmen Garland at 762-3 I 65
or Jay Morgan. campaign t:hairperson. at 7626924.
In the meantime, Brockman said he is optimistic
about the next fund-raising campaign.
Said Brockman: "I believe next year's contributions, with the addition of the Pella corporation and
other economic boosters, will exceed the 2002
amount."

.aDBDB'S
,}J•TII,... r./tuiM.ttcn1 ...
Come see all the new gifts &
scrapbooking supplies arriving daily.
wildrasp @ murray-ky.net
416 Main St.
753-0859

Nana's Place

Dine In- Canv Out- DriVe DIU
Cateitna Available

76~·0040

c:t..... ea.p....
1104 Coldwater lload
759-2524

A Lov i n§ Oaycore

10% Stude• Dlscou•

CtilNA

808

12101 JID-0054

6am·1am
* 6-6 Sat. take Drop-Ins
* Higher Scope Curriculum
* Large Fenced-In backvard (kids sGfetv)

SPECIALS!

~UffET

All You Can Eat Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream

*

c--.. Sbaatln Murrav

OPEN-DAILY
• Mon.- Thu r.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
• Fr i. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
• Sun.: 10:.'0 a. m.- 9:30p.m.

·--10%...Off--.

TANNING $SO ftt 300 .._
PERMS $~8 a Up
HIGHLIGHTS hs a Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
WOMEN'S KWIICKUT $10

I
I

I

: with MSU :
: Student ID :

·-----·

Bring Ad and Waive Registration fee

Across from Sirloin
Stockade

Wa lk - in s Wel co m e
Call 7 53 - 168 2
Southside Shopping Center • Murray
•Open Late by appointment•

NIEON IBIEA.C:H
Tannlog & Storage Aent9l
~Free

Weddings, Proms,

Banquets, Birthdays &
Anniversaries

304 Main Street
Murray, KY
759-5000

Toll Free Nationwide: 1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9879

Pregnancy Test
All ~rvices free of ~;h!lfge.
r;:Jinformation About ALL Choices

b21Caring and Confidential Help
1506 Chestnut Street (across from the I&T Building)
www.LHouse.org

IJFEIIOt:s E
Care Cftl!("r

I 0% discount off tanninS! Packaus
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

Hours

Mon. -Thurs.
8 a.m.- I 0 P.m.
Ai. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
Closed Smdllll

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

TAKE A BREAK FROM ALL THAT READING
(UNLESS YOU RENT ONE WITH SUBTITLES).

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

VIdeo !iuper !it:ore

ManY of YOur favorite classics & new releases!

• Over 3.000 DUOs in stock!
• New arrivals weeklv.

Located inside
W ai-M art.

714 N. 12th St. IJC~SbomilfCenterJ 753·7670

C2003 BlocldJuster Inc.

Get your Mr. Ed's T·Shirt and
wear it on Tuesdays and
Thursdays lor BIG savings.

slt.,.Feb.

·From Denver, co ® 8 p.m.
sunb Eeb. tch,:: .Karaoke

When: 4 Sundays, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
March 2, 9, 30 and April6
Mention This Ad For An Additional
10% OS Breakfast

Home of the Bottomless Coffee Cup
13 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 121
near Paris Landing • 731 - 232 - 8323

I

,,

Prep Course

~ Marlt':ciannon

- 11

"

and our famous 1/3 Lb. Burgers
Across from Wilson Hall on I 5th Street
Open Monday-Friday 7:30 am till 3: 30 pm
Call-in Orders: 753-3406

Who: Those planning to apply for
Fall 2004 Law School Admission

Cost: $295
Call Dr. Joe Chaney 753-1387(home)
or 762-3459 (office) to reserve a seat
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Nashville artist to play

•friday
•Cinema
International - "Bread and
Tulips," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

by Marcl Owen
news editor

At 22, John Sutton got his first
guitar. It didn't take him long to fall
in love.
Soon after, Suuon, now 30, realized where he belongs: in front of a
crowd.
" I would be playing my guitar at
home, c;o I might as well be doing
(it) in front of people," Sutton said.
Sutton decided to move from
Michigan to Nashville to pursue a
career in music. However, forming
the John Sutton Band was not as
easy as he expected.
"The one thing I d idn't know
about Nashville is it's hard to keep a
band," Sutton said. "Everywhere
else, you get a group of friends
together for a band. In Nashville.
they want to make money. In the
beginning years. it's hard to keep
people around."
Now, with drummer Tony
Artimisi and bassist Steve
Alexander, Sutton, who
also is the lead
singer, said
he

•saturday
•Cinema Interna·
tiona! - ''Bread and
Tulips," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study
University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby, 9:15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward .
•Bible Study
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Murray, II a.m., Curris
Center Tennessee
Room.
•Bible Study
Murray Christian Fellowship house. 7 p.m.

tion," Sutton :;aid. "Who really
wants a record deal if you have to
beg for it anyway? If it happens.
great. They know who you are and
what you're doing. If they're not
calling you, apparently they don't
want you bad enough."
In the meantime, Sutton said he
keeps the band as busy as possible,
booking restaurants and clubs
throughout the o;outheast, which is
getting easier.
''In the beginning, you're begging
and pleading," Sutton said. "When
you're doing cluhs, they want to
know you're going l<l bring in a
crowd the first time you come."
Although the band hus
some regular gigs, Sulton
said he tries to avoid the
"local band" label.
"There is a fine line
between being a local
band and not," Sutton said. "That's
just not really

Sutton said he also was surprised
by the camaraderie displayed by
other Murray bands.
"In Nashville. it's kind of cutthroat,'' Sutton said. "You get your
little group of musicians who try to
help each other along, but here.
C)ther bands are passing on information. You don' t get that everywhere
else."
While he enjoys playing covers,
Sutton said the most rewarding
moments come from performing
original songs.
"One time when we were
playing in Nashville, I

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m.. Curris Cemer Barkley
Room. All are welcome.
•Speaker - Bobby
Delaughter, 8 p.m ..
Curris Center ballroom.

fee Is
his jamrock band
is finally on
its way.
Although
band has released two
albums, Sutton said he
and band members have
not practiced in years,
although they play on stage
together a couple of times a week.
"Since we don't practice, I' II ju!'tl
play something for them before we
get on stage, and we just try to wing
it," Sutton said. "I like that method
because sometimes the band takes it
in a direction I hadn't thought of
when I was writing it."
Sutton. who writes the music and
takes care of the booking, said
theeother band members do not
mind having smaller roles.
"This started off as my thing, my
dream, my music. and that's basically what we're pushing.'' Sutton said.
"They love this band and are very
excited about it. They just have to
show up and play. That's u musician's dream.''
Although many musicians are
shopping for a record label, Sutton
said he prefers to sit back and sec
what happens.
"My focus is grass-roots promo-

•tuesday
•CAD
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.

•wednesday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m .. Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.

ACROSS
I

6
10
14

IS
16
17

20

•thursday
•Compatibility Test
Love
Calculator,
11 a.m. to I p.m ..
Curris Center rocking-chair lounge.
•Deadline - Bowling
rosters due. Campus
Recreation Office, 4
p.m.
•C inema
International - ''Monsoon
Wedding," 7:30p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free Admission.
•Faculty
Recital
Stephanie Rea, 8
p.m .. Performing Arts
Hall . Free admission.
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Speeder spotter
Lust bio
Tommy Lee
Jones tilm
Old
MacDonald's
refrain
Comic Carvey
Feast on Oahu
Inept aid for
running backs?
Trucking
regulating
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Large, striped
antelope
Frank
McCourt's
"Angela's _"
Dissertations
Gaze fixedly
Square measure
Dwindle
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Like prunes and
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Grand_ Opry
Tacklers'
training?
Small child
Maximum bet
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Impassive
_ bene
Hersey's bell
town

55
59
62
64
65
6R
69
70
71
72
73

the novelty thing anymore,
but you do want to go back enough
to where they remember you.''
Sutton also said he enjoys playing
small college towns.
"It's tough to grab loyalty in big
cities," Sutton said.
One or the more regular acts at
Fifteenth & Olive restaurant, Sutton
said Murray is one of hi); favorite
towns to play.
"When you're new to a town, and
no one really knows you, you really
feel pressure to play their favorite
songs, mix in yours and let them get
to know you,'' Sutton said. "Then.
the next time you come back. we do
a little bit more originals anu work
our way into it. The tirst time we
playeu here, I dtd two covers backto-hack, and someone wus requesting an original."
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Cogniz.ant
Steve or
Woody
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Job of offensive
linemen'?
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Viewed
Find a new
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Editor's
directive
Writer Ferber
School for
.Sartre
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Tennis situation
Peeved
''Bum Free"
lioness
Poverty
Play parts
Spoils taken
Sux for Bird
Mythical bird
Privy to
Footnote
reference
Ms. Thompson
__ Ude. Russia
Rodeo rope
Oil cartel's
letter~o
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7
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II
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Take a makeup
exam
Eighth letter
Tennis tie?
Objective
Thief
Norse Zeus
Slams
Gold bar
PC key
Shuts
Cry of pain
Oven setting
Quick ki'>s
Mi:;pluce
Te.xa-. to\\ n
Spanker or
spinnaker
One Baldwin

noticed
t b e r e
were some
people
in
the crowd
singing our
songs," Sutton
said. "That was a
pretty
huge
moment. Even bet·
ter is when you' re in
a different town (that)
you've never l>layed, or
maybe played just once, and
you see people singing your
songs."
Because his band's performances
rely on improvisation, Sutton said he
was not sure if his songs ever would
be totally radio-friendly.
"Some songs will be," Sutton said.
.. Lately, we've been getting quite a
bit of college-radio play."
While waiting for his big break,
Sutton balances his career and family. His wife, son and daughter do not
travel with him, but Sutton said he
manages to make plenty of time for
them.
Sutton missed one of his son's
soccer games several of weeks ago,
but said it was a rarity.
''I did 168 shows last year," Sutton
said. "So when you only miss one
(game) out of the season, that's pretty good. lt's hard, but can be done if
you care enough about both things.
and I definitely do."
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Mary Kate and
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Sleuth Vance
Soviet
collective
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Follower or
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Horne
Employ
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Last week•s solution

------....

Wings to Go
(acoustic set)
15th & Olive
Baker Boys
(acoustic set)
Mary McGuire's
Baker Boys
(acoustic set)
Wings to Go
(acoustic set)
Baker- Boys
(acoustic set)
Brewing Company
Wings to Go
(acoustic set)

The Weekly Crossword

. Franklin, Tenn.
Feb. 7
Murray
Feb.B
Bowling Green
Feb. 12
Chattanooga, Tenn
Feb_ 15
Bowling Green
Feb. 19
Franklin, Tenn.
Feb.21
Bowling Green
Feb.26
Bowling Green
Feb. 27
Franklin, Tenn.
Feb.28
Rob Brown//lie News

ed,ted by wayne Robert w.niams

TMSPuzzleeOaalcam

arts & ent

lO
this \veel(
•music
1. Dixie Chicks - "Home"
2. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"
3. Zwan - "Mary Star of the
Sea"
4. Avril Lavigne - "Let Go"
5. Jennifer Lopez - "This Is
Me ... Then"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. The Recruit
Starring AI Pacino
2. Final Destination 2
Starring Ali Larter
3. Biker Boyz
Starring Laurence Fishburne
4. Kangaroo Jack
Starring Jerry O'Connell
5. Darkness Falls
Starring Chaney Kley
Source: Associated Press

1. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
2. John Grisham - "The
Summons"
3. Michael Cunningham
"The Hours"
4. Alice Sebold - "The Lovely Bones"
5. Robert Jordan - "Crossroads of Twilight: The Wheel
of Time. Book 10"•
Source: Associated Press

•web site
http://bubbrubb.isgreattv
When Bubb Rubb of Oakland,
Calif., was interviewed on a newscast, he probably wasn't expecting
to become a celebrity overnight. See
his hilarious interview, along with
Rubb-inspired fan art, on this site.
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Murray State grad gives back
by Kristen Watson
stan· writer
Before she was even born, Cherie Timberlakc-Stubblefield was
a fan of Murray State.
"My mother said the frrst time she felt me kick was when she was
expecting with me. sitting at the Roy Stuart Stadium," Stubblefield,
coordinator of African-American Student Services and Ethnic Pro.
grams. said.
Stubblefield still follows Racer football, but her new position
gives her the chance to do more than be on the University sidelines.
"I love working with the students at my job," Stubblefield said.
"They are my inspiration and motivation, and when I see that I am
able to help them, I know my work is not in vain."
Stubblefield said her primary job involves African-American stu·
dent retention, progranuning, services, counseling, grade monitoring and support. This helps students make the tran~ition to college
Cherie Stubblefield, coordinator of African-Amerand retain them until graduation.
Student Services and Ethnic Programs.
ican
Stubblefield received her bachelor's degree in radio/television in
May 1999 and a ma<;ter's degrue in organizational communication clerk and maintains friendship!> with its staff members.
at Murray State in December 200 I. She replaced Cami Pierce as
"I have also built a good relationship with the history department.
coordinator of African-American Student Services and Ethnic Pro- athletic department and the department of multicultural class and
grams in fall 200 I.
gender studies," Stubblefield said. "I have always been an outgoing.
"Making the dccjsjon to attend MSU was the best thing l ever friendly person, and l do not think I have ever met a stranger."
did,'' Stubblefield said. "I have formed a close bond with the stuIdarion King. senior from Louisville, works with Stubblefield.
dents on campus, and I believe the sWdents know that they can
..She always has a smiling face,'' King said. "She is always willcome to me for anything, as l will try my best to help them."
ing to woric with anyone in any given situation."
Stubblefield said she built strong working relationships with
As a student, Stubblefield also worked for the alumni telethon,
other departments as a student. She worked for Registration as a Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery, Adult Learning Center and WKMS.

Pumpkins' veterans re-enlist in Z wan
by Michael Driver
assi:stant college lift• editor
When the Smashing Pumpkins disbanded
in 2000, there were murmurs lead singer and
guitarist Billy Corgan had a new band up his
sleeve. The murmurs turned into a roar, and
that roar turned into Zwan.
The messages in "Mary Star of the Sea.''
Zwan's debut album, often border on the
spiritual; the album's credits even list Corgan
as Florida evangelist '' Billy Burke."
Although the music continues the Pumpkins'
musical direction on ··Machina: Machines of
God," the Pumpkins' last studio album. the
tone is mellower and more matture than anything the Smashing Pumpkins achieved.
Corgan may be the center of Zwan. bur this
is not a one-man show. Jimmy Chamberlin.
the Smashing Pumpkins' original drummer,
does an admirable job with complex, understated beats, but attentive listening is required
to pick out the subtletieS:.:,>!--...... ~The other members of Zw:ld also perform
on a high level. As individuals, they are out-

standing, and as Zwan, they are even better.
Paz Lenchantin sings wonderful hannonies
and provides a sharp contrast to Corgan's
nasal singing. The vocals often follow the
distorted guitars note for note.
Zwan's three guitarists rarely play the
same riff at the same time. The sound relies
on a distortion that hearkens back to jazz,
wherein each guitarist simultaneously plays
different riffs that ultimately meld into a
main riff.
The songs of "Mary Star of the Sea,'' like
the band members, are larger than the sum of
their parts...Lyric," a song about faith and
sacrifice, opens the album with a warm
major-key arpeggio. The album builds, and it
is not long before Corgan declares his faith
and professes his love on "Honestly," the
band's current .single.
Although not all the tracks have the religious connotations of "Ride a Black Swan."
in which Corgan sings of meeting his destiny
on a black swan, shallOwer songs such as
'"Baby Let's Rock!," a pleasantly simple retro
groove, sound great.

The album peaks with "Jesus. I/ Mary Star
of the Sea." Corgan begins by singing over a
fuzzy guitar pattern , but the background
noise slowly builds until the drums establish
a driving rhythm and the rnusic breaks out
The song rises and falls until the ripping guitar solos give way to crystal-clear guitars - n
moment of clarity on an album of distortion.
After ~lowing to a near halt, the distortion
returns, and Corgan's voice leads the way to
the frantic instrumental breakdown at the
end.
Comparisons to the Smashing Pumpkins
are unavoidable. However, the only real similarity is Corgan's voice. ·llle Pumpkins'
angst and hatred of the general public is gone,
and so is the simple, straightforward sound
that hallmarked the Pumpkins' rise to the top.
The lyrics on "Mary Star of the Sea" are
deeper than anything the Pumpkins ever
released, and the songs lead the album to ••
climactic end. The m~:mbers of Zwan rake
more musical !eeway than members of fhe
Pumpkins. and they arc talented at what lhey
do.

get Cu.ts 101
Pop Quiz
A. A State Inmate

B • Joe College Student

I

where she hosted a rhythm-and-blues show.
Currently. Stubblefield assists Chanda Islam, assistant professoer of early childhood and elementary education, with recruitment
efforts.
"My biggeM challenge at work is juggling the many responsibil·
ities l have," Stubblefield said. "I will also be assisting the depart·
ment of multicultural and gender studies with their upcoming conference in r.tarch."
Stubblefield also finds time to advise the National Panhellenic
Council and Black Student Council.
"My ultimate goal is to signifJCaJltly raise the retention rate of
African-American students at MSU," Stubblefield said. "My ultimate personal goal is to provide a comfortable, happy life for
myself and my family ."
When she is not caring for her si;{-year-old daughter. Symphony.
Stubblefield said she enjoys music, travel. sponing events and curling up with a good book. She even perfonns as a disc jockey at various events.
"As far as I am concerned, I can do anything 1 set my mind to,"
Srubblclield said "If there is something I am trying to achieve, I
\\ill find a way to do it -that is just my detennination."
Although her experiences are as varied as they are numerous,
Stubblefield said she can still pick one that stands above the rest.
"My most memorable experience was watching my first group of
students grJduate in May 2002," Stubblefield said. "Some of my
office workers were in that graduating class, and it saddened me to
~e them leave, but I was so proud of them. Truthfully, [have shed
a few tears at eal:h graduation, but I am happy for my students when
they accomplish that ultimate goal."

Zwan's "Mary Star of the Sea'' is a complete album and spectacular show of talent
and vision. Zwan is not a reincarnation of the
Smashing Pumpkins. but a new birth that is in
many ways superior.
Grade: A

NAME_ __

amazon.com
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Club teaches
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by Alicia Ray

contributing write r

1

Davianne Kirk, 9-year-old from Mt.
Vernon, Ill., wants to play with swords
when she grows up.
Since Kirk first observed the sport in a
parade, she knew she wanted to pursue
it.
..It inspired me," Kirk said. "I wouldn't mind being able to beat up boys.
either."
Kirk had the opportunity to fence for
the first time Saturday when nine
feJl'lale members of the Murray State

ern Illinois University-Carbondale
fencers at Rend Lake College in Ina, Ill.,
to teach basic fencing maneuvers to Girl
Scouts.
The fencers held three 50-minute sessions as part of Junior Bazaar, a program
arranged by Murray State graduate
Kristi Hettenhausen, program event speci~ist for the Shagbark Council Girl
Scouts. Approximately 350 Girl Scouts
from Southern Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky participated.
Rachel Junio, freshman from Pittsbmgh, Pa., said the Murray State Fencing Club got involved with the program

ll

' 'The guys from SIU were going to
teach the Girl Scouts to fence, but when
they couldn't do it, it got passed to
MSU," Junio said.
Nikky Dalton, senior from Buffalo,
N.Y., led the fencing demonstrations.
Dalton said her fellow club members
were more than eager to help, despite the
time constraint. She said she was thrilled
to promote both the sport of fencing and
the role of women in sports.
"We want to show them a physic~
sport that women can do," Dalton said.
''Sword fighting is a game involving
strategy that girls can play."

.:

After introducing basic fencing and
equipment, the students demonstrated .
how to stand "on guard" and other
maneuvers.
Hettenhausen said this was the first of
many weekend programs she has
planned for troops in the area. Each Girl
Scout chose eight of 19 topics of interest, such as magic, self-defense, sign
language, cake decorating, modeling,
weather wonders and cbeerleading, and
coordinators placed the girls in sessions
based on their choices.
Kirk said she was relieved she was
placed in her first-choice program.
"J was worried this (program) would

fill up too fast," Kirk said. "I'm lucky
because a lot of girls don' t get the
opportunity to do this."
Linda Kessler, troop leader from
Salem, Ill., said she hopes all girls leam
self-defense sports such as fencing .
"They don't want to be one-upped by
the l>oys," Kessler said.
It is an opportunity Kirk said she was
grateful to have. Her mother told her she
could only choose a couple of extrncurricular activities in which to participate
ducing middle and high school. 'The
Murray State and SIU-Carbondale presentation confirmed one of Kirk's choices: fencing.

Chris Schweizer

KEELHAUL
WHERE ARE YOU lUBBERS GOING
WITH THOSE SIGNS?

PROFESSOR HOBO
I THINK IT IS WONDERFUL YOU
VOLUNTEERED TO HaP TUTOR
STUDENTS!
I DREW THE SHORTEST
STRAW. ACTUALLY, Mit
MITTENS GNAWED IT
OOWN .•.

~--------------~•!•!!·~~~~~~~~~-~II!I!D~..-!!~___________ll~U~S~TIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
KEANU, IF YOU DON'T SOLVE
00 YOU THINK THIS VOLUNTEER
WBJ.. a.ASS, SINCE I 'M THE
THI S MATRIX THE SUS WILL
SERVICE IS TAX DEDUCTI8LE OR
GERMAN PROFESSOR, I OON'T
EXPLODE!
SOMETHIN6?
KNOW HOW I GOT ASSleNEO TO
TUTOR MATH, BUT THEY &AVE ME
WHY OON'T YOU ASK THOSE
THIS EOUCATIONAL FILM TO
ACCOUNTING MAJORS OVER
use CAl t ED MATH: RELOADED.
THERE?
9000 IOEA ... WAIT,
THEY'RE IN TUTORING/

W®l®ffi~®~ @@!~ ©nm~lli @[ll]@®
M Thursday, February 13 at 9 p.m. M
V

The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha V
cordially invite the following ladies:

Casey Jenkins
Sara Vaughan
Sharon Dean
Ginger Lynn
Kay Parker
Lisa Pheifer
Mary Kibicke
Jill Kulkerson
Lou Oliver
Natalie Slayden
Marla Meadows
Amber Alexander
Rachel Almond
Sarah Broughton
Chelsea Bullard
Suzanne Chandler
Tara Chandler
Beth Ann Dunavant
Terra Dunn
Kayla Elliott
Misty Emerson
Brandy Enoch
Joni Flegle
Jada Foster
Hannah Goodman
Carissa Ham
Katie Moore
Jodi O'Connell
Janine Perkins
Kelly Reeves
Jentrie Seals
Holly Walker
Andrea Warnsman
Beth Wyman
Elizabeth Azar
Amy Byasee
Lisa Carney
Lyndee Clark
Ashley Elliott
Amanda Jessie
Allison Major

Ashley Major
Sara Thomas
Beth Westbrooks
Ashley Cook
Leslie Whitehead
Adrlanne Huffine
Bridget. Swatzell
Terra Evans
Kandis Garland
Anita Edwards
Leah Koster
Mary Owler
Beth Owler
Vallerle Penny
Brooke Davis
Amy Rogers
Maggie Lagrosso
Anna Bordelli
Ashley Gamble
Ashley Dunn
Jenn Lanning
Lulu Atieh
Lizzy Donahower
Shannon Fluke
Bethany Clark
Alesha Holder
Sara Batley
Jessica Jones
Lane Dennison
Riche Hobbs
Lauren Jones
Ashley Iglesius
Ashley Cannup
Casey Cornelison
Lindsey Melton
Andrea Melton
Ashley Wheatley
Ashley Meador
Landy Syler
Angela Riley
Chelsea Bridges

Sara Mansfield
Sara Stafford
Raegan Morton
Noel Olsen
Robyn Futrell
Janessa Morton
Andrea Hornsby
Caml Ruark
Lindsey Ham
Annie Lawson
Cassie Wells
Jenny Drake
Ashley Simmons
Katie Burnette
Katie Wilson
Tony Crumb
Leewhitney Meadows
Nancy Dfez
Amy Hille
Tosha Gardner
Erin Lyles
Stephanie McDaniels
Jada Foster
Beth Westbrooks
Jennifer Guthrie
Jodi Martin
Natalie Sutton
Jo Beth Borowiak
Carrie Borowiak
Jessica Hicks
Emily Burroughs
Ginger Smith
Kris-Ann Kaiser
Ashley Lantham
Sarah Shardine
Lisa Brumley
Stephanie Minnix
Kendra Hurt
Casey Caudil
Brlttany Renfro
Annie Walker

Julie Hoffman
Megan Mathis
Kara Cocke
Shawna Rushing
Whitney Morris
Julia Wilson
Whitney Steele
Brooke Harris
Becky Bosse
Ashley Tidwell
Jessica Pardy
Lindsey Ham
Jenny Moss
Chrtstina Clark
Lauren Price
HUlary Martin
Emily Wayland
Emily Goehman
Dana Smith
Rebecca Boulln
Emily Tilford
Mertdlth Gates
Andrea Miller
Sara Williams
Kristen Slater
Macie Fletcher

We would like to
Congratulate our
Spring 2003
Pledge class.

Kyle Bush

Michael Waycaster
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(Left) Amy McCloskey, junior from Cape Girardeau, goes through the initial steps with Western Kentucky Regional Blood Center phlebotomist
Bobbie Burden before donating blood at the blood drin Thursday. (Top)
Kimberly Sutton, senior from Norris City, Ill., lets phlebotomist Cindy
.Joiner draw blood. (Right) Burden draws blood from Kevin Chandler,
senior from Ardmore, Ala. The drh·e was sponsored by the blood center
and the Student Government Association. Murray State and the lJnh·ersity of Tennessee-Martin annually compete for the .. Blood Battle Trophy"
to see which school's students can donate the most blood. Murray State
received the trophy for donating the most units during 2002. UT-Martin
held the trophy for seven years prior to 2002.

•

Valentine's

t'- tEQlllt...q ~ 25%;;;;oqg

Mexican Restaurant ~------------------·------------------: $0.99 Margarita w/
t=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:, purchase of dinner

Best Mexican food and
:
Mon.- Thu.
margarnas in Western KY. : with coupon • expires 2/25/08
Cheapest drinks In town! Great ·------------------amount of food lor a fantastic
low price. Perfect combo lor
college students.
I

'? LEE.l!~~~~rn~~~~.sans
Ds.\ieland Center
1304-F Chestnut St.
Murrny, KY42071

J.T. Lte

2 70-75 9-1141

J6«0JblVJorg,e~;ww 1/albl.WuYS/ 0qtp9
Order your sweetheart

Cu$/ont Ou1gnu

JewdryRtpmr

%is rc!afentine's 'lJay give tft.e refa~ng,
fzea{tfty gift of a cfe{ui(e one
fwur massage at fJ3ocfy 1iaven!
~v

a specialized candfl

bouquet this !lear!

M
V

966 Chestnut Street (Next to Pagliai's)
153-2759

VISA

Plus we will mail it for
you in a beautiful rose
embossed gift certificate!
Do it Today!
Call Shelia, Holly or L.esa at Body
Haven Therapeutic Massage
Locally 767-0045 or visit at Country
Square on Highway 121. just past

•

.

Lowes- Murray.

·w·

Order your
flowers early for
Valentine's Day!
I= = = =

Stop et Ginger's Hellmerk
641 North Shoptes of M•rrtv
~DO~
_
759·9758
....,~..-~~\\A~
Fo: 753·6298
~

•

t

• Balloon and Candv BouqlUlts
• Special Promotions
• Drawing for lifHized
"From Mv Heart Teddv Bear"
• Gifts to go

Flowers For All Occasions

.

Bel Air Shopping Center • Murray • 7 53-0932

Priday

r--------------------------,
We are celebrating -

1
I
I

Sweethearts the

T

1
I
I

Pe6ruary 14th

whole month ut "jebruary! 1

1

I1

If you miss the 14th, don't worry-bring :
your "special someone" and this coupon 1
1
into Patti's (lunch or dinner) and recieve 1
1 (270) 362-8844
a free order of Fried Dills with meal total I
1
of $12.00. One order per couple, no
I
1 -MSU· Expires 2-28·03 photocopies will be accepted.
I

~--------------------------~

DEBBIE & COMPANY

HAIR SALON
Valentine gift
certificates available!
Open Mon.-Sat.

715

s. 12th

753· ll8 1

for our
give your Valentine something they
reqiiJI want. ..
J4 (jlft Certificate from

~·· C44••t•oJ ~., $po!
Massage
Manicures
°Facials
oPedicures
0

0

•

VISA

Come join us,

13 11 Johnson Blvd .• Murrny
767-0760
essenUalspa@h otmall.com

Va(entine's 'DaJ
Cancffe{itJfit
'Dinner.

.•
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Kentuckian
•
gzves props
to Pitino

lith of the season with 15 points fal1 that we've been able to use
and a game-high 12 rebounds. our depth and get more producSingleton' s two blocks put him in tive minutes from some guys that
sole possession of fourth place on didn' t contribute as much early
the ull-time career-blocks leaders on," Anderson said. "One thing
list. He is now 21 blocks behinu we want to do. and something
Antionc Teague (I 992·94) at we've had some success with of
103.
late. is playing more of an up''I am honored to be one of the tempo. full-court game.... If we
few people to do that," Singleton can wear our opponents down
snid. " I just wish I had one more and force them to defend u~ up
year to put the number out of and uown the floor, we fed like
reach,"
we have the advantage."
Junior forward Cuthbert Victor
The Racers will next play
added 18 points. nine rebounds against Austin Peay, which
ami three blocks, and junior guard defeated the Racers at the RSEC
Chris Shumate went 9-of- I3 from less than a month ago.
the 1ich.l for 19 points. including
"When we played Au~tin Peay.
seven rebounds and two steals.
they were really trying to finu
''I' m excited about my team themselves. and now they' re real right now," Anderson suid. "We ly playing well, probably as well
seem t(l be playing our best bas· as anybody in the OVC," Anderketball of the season. but we' ll son said. "They're a much bclter
certainly find out more mer the team now than they were when
next couple of weeks. One Ching they beat us a month ago 111 our
dl:ll has continued to get heucr b place. I think whe~ they beat us
our team ·t·hemistry. Our guys here, it really gave them a lot of
seem to be cmning together, and confidence, and they' ve just ran
our effort is continuing to with it since then."
improve."
Anderson said the Racers will
A aowd of 4,993 people need more than their recent suc"'atched at the Regional Spt.-cial cess to earn wins against Austin
Evencs Center as the Racers out- Peay and several other upcoming
rebounucd Martin 45-27, .\hot 53 away games.
percent (36-of-68) from the field
"One of the things that we renlnnd held Martin to 22 field goals. ly stress and talk a lot about in
MSU had 48 points in the paint, practice is mental and physical
compared to the Skyhawks' 16, toughness,'' Anderson ~aid .
and scored 26 points otT "We've been in a lot of dose
turnovers to Martin's eight.
games this year that have really
"Our confidence is very high tested our mental toughness, <lllc.ll
right now," Singleton said. ''We hope we've learned from tho~e
just had three important confer- games.... I think right now we're
en~c wins which were huge
much tougher mentally than we
momentum builders."
were a couple of months ago."
The Rncer~ took a 6-5 lead with
The Racers will meet the
16:59 remaining in the first half Austin Peay Governors at I p.m.
and held it for the remainder of Saturday in Clarksville, Tenn.
the game. A 43-34 halftime lead The game will be tele-..isec.l by
expanded in the second half, ami Fox Sports Network South.
the Rat·crs led by as many as 23 Re!'>ults from Thursday's game
points with 3:07 to go.
against Tennessee Tech were
"We're really pleased with the unavailable at press time.

by Chris Juog
sports editor

The preseason hype surrounding the Murray State men's hasketball temn is finalfy proving
true on the court.
Saturday's 89-70 victory
against Tennessee-Martin placed
the Racers ( 12-7. 5-3 Ohio Valley
Conference) in u tie for third in
the OVC standings and one poim
short of a third-consecutive 90point performance.
"Obviously, we're pleased
with how we're playing right
now," Head Coach Tevester
Anderson said. "I hope we can
keep it up. I also like our starting
lineup right now, and I hope thb
is the group that we can stick with
the rest of the way. I think we're
becoming 11 very competithe
team right now, and we have to
be because we need to set things
up for ourselves as the OVC
Tournament approaches."
The new lineup includes starting roles for junior guard Rick
Jones and sophomore guard Mark
Borders. During Saturday's contest, Jones \Va<> 4-of-7 from the
field for 12 points, including 3of-6 from the 3·point line. Borders played 24 minutes, dishing
out seven assists to complement
his seven-point performance.
Boruer~ accumulated 20 a.-...;ist~ in
his past three starting games.
" It's also helped that Mark
Borders has continued to improve
and give us two goOI.I players ut
the point-guard spot, along with
(senior guard) Kevin Pa.;chel,"
Ander~on said. "We have a much
stronger and deeper backcourt
now than we did a few weeks
ago, and that has really made us
beucr."
MSU's core lineup also hall a
strong showing Saturday. Senior
center James Singleton earned his
fi fth-straighl double-double and

Jenny

H<~hn/The

News

Murray State senior Beth Schnakenberg
scores two of her ga me-high 23 points in a
78-63 loss Saturday to Tennessee-Martin.

Only day~ after iL'i tirst Ohio Valley Conference win
against Morehead State. the ~1umty State \\omen's
ba:;ketball team tell 78-63 to OVC- riv<~l Tennes!'.l!eMartin on Saturday.
lJI'M (8-12, 5-4 OVC) bt:gan the game strong and
never let its guard down. The Racer~ continually tumeu

Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Basketball Standings

Feb.S

14-6
14-6

Murray State@ Au~tin l'c.1y, 1 p.m.
Morehead State@ F..-1~tem Illinois, 7:10p.m.
Tcnne::.~l't'·.\1artin@ Tt~nnes::.ce Tech, 7:30p.m.
Eastern Kt:ntucky @SEMO, 7:30 p.m.

5·3

4·5
4·5
4·5
2-6
0-9

12-7
12-9
9-12
9-12

t

cdllor

A five-minute phone call
ended weeks of hype, confusion and speculation Tuesday
with the o fficial withdrawal
of former Florida State quarterback Adrian McPherson
from Murray State.
McPherson, who l'nrolled
Jan. 13, withdrew from MSU
through his St. l'ctl'rsburg,
Fla., attorney Gr,tdy Irvin Jr.
McPherson only attemh>d a
handful of classes while at
Murray and did not join any
athletic teams because of
pending criminal mvestiga·
tion in Bradenton, Fla.
McPherson was releasl•d
from Florida Statl' in Novem ber after he wns questioned
regarding the theh of n check
and acceptance ot $tolen
goods.
McPhers on
was
arrested Nov. 27 on misdemeanor charges of taking a
blank check from R&R Trucking Accessories. The check
was later made out for $3,500
and cashed Since that time,
the former high·schOl>l stand ·
out has been charged with
forging and issuing the
check, both felon ies.
"We told Adrian when he
got here in january that he
could not play football until
his legal
issue~
were
resolved," MSU Athletic
Director E.W. Dennison said.
"Since that time, more
charges wen, added, and I

think he realized hi~ football
career would be put on hold
indefinitely. lie's been a t
home ior two weeks attending to legal matters, which
has kept him a way fro m
classes and put him further
behind academically."
McPhers on's arn\·at last
month also made noise with
the NCAA . Pollowing hi:-;
transfer in january, Murray
State ordered an inte rnal
investigation to discon•r if
recruitment viol<ttions had
heen made by the athletics
department or Hc:ld Coach
Joe Pannunzio. The im•eshgation found no wrongdoing ,
within the MSU athlctk program.
Despite McPiwrson's ll•gal
problems, P.1nnunzio said
McPherson was worthy o f
another ch<mce al a college
education.
"We felt Adrian deserved a
second ch:lnce to resume his
education and, hopefully. his
athletic career, but the situation did not work o ut for him
at Murray Stole," Pnnnunzio
said. "We wnnt to wi~h him
the best ns he gets on with his
life. As a footb<lll program,
we are moving forward and
excited about next season
and defendtng our O hio Valley Confert•nce Ch,1 mpionship."
McPherson's case management is scheJuleJ for Mar. 6
in Leon County Circuit Court
in TalahassPe, Fla.

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Basketball Schedule

ovc

Overall

Feb.S

Austin Pc.1y

9-0

Sfl,\10

7-2
h·2

16·::l
13-6

Murray Stall'@ Au~tin Pcay, S r .m.
Mtm ·heild Stall'@ Ea~km Illinois, 5:1S p.m
Ea::.ll'rn Kentucky €.' SEt\K1, S:30 p m
Tl'lln('S!'!.'C·Martin @ TcnneS:;t.'t? Tech, 5:30 p m.

Ec-.stcrn Kentucky

5·4
4·5
4·5

Tenn~t·-Martin

Slate
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
.\1urray Stilll'
Tcnncssct• State

8-11
2-18

~ports

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Basketball Standings

~1orchl•ad

11-9

·b y Ch ris Jung

Although the Racers have one of the top de ten~~ in
the OVC, Fields said his team fell short in its d&nsive
effort against Martin.
With un OVC record of 1-6 (5-13 overall), the Racers are looking for the key they need to win game~.
"Tt's not about the tournament now," Fields said.
''It's ubout trying to figure ouL how to win ballgamcs ...
consi\tCntly."

..

Overall

8-1
5-3

the ball over against Martin's full-coun press. giving
the Skyhawks pknty of opponunities to score.
The Racers had 22 turnovers- 15 in the lirst hull:
"We uidn't take care of the ball," Racer Head Coach
Eddie Fields said. "We did a lot better the second half.
but we had a lot of turnovers the first half."
MSU never recovered its first-half deficit against
Martin, which recently defeated conference-leaders
Ea.o.,tem Kentucky and ,'Vforehead State.
·111ey played :.olid," Fields said. '1'hey hit a Joe of
shoes. They out-hustled us. They just beat us. We've
got to give them some credit for just playing harder
than we. played. That's what it takes."
MSU did manage Ill lead Martin in rebound~. assists.
blocks anti steals. The Racers abo made 19·of-26 free·
throw attempts; UTM went 6-of-9 from the line.
"They played good. and we didn't," fre~hman post
Lori Trumblee said.
Trumblce came off the bench to earn her founh double-double of the season, scoring 14 point~ and pulling
Joy.n a career-high 13 rebounds.
"You just try to do your best tor the team and help
the team gt•t hack up," Trumblee said.
fields saiu the team lacked the intensity it needed to
boost Murray's win column.
"This is u uifferenl team than the team that played
Monday (against Morehead)," Fields said. ''We played
with (little) intl!nsity. We just didn't play hard enough."
Because of the low intensity, field'> gave reserve
players coutt time. receiving strong ~howings in rerum.
Junior guard Megan Fuqua went 3-of-3 from 3-point
r.mge for nine points.
"(The bench players) came in and did an out~tanding
job,'' Fields said. "I got tired of watching those kids out
there that weren't doing ru1ything. We put that one lit·
tie group out there, und they ju:.t played their renr ends
off. I was excited about that."
Senior forwaru Beth Schnakenberg once again led
the Racers in scoring with a game-high 23 points. She
also went 9·of- ll from the line and grabbed l!ight

Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Basketball Schedule

ovc
7-2

McPherson saga over for now;
former Seminole quarterback
withdraws from Murray State

rebound~.

by Amanda Lee
assbtanr sportS editor

Amcmcla Lee is as~istant sports editor for
"The Murray State News."

Jenny t-lahn/The News
State j unior ccntc.r Andi Hornig slams fwo of his
seven points d uring Saturday's 89-70 \\in owr UT-:\-Iartin. Hornig a lso h ad seven rebounds in 1S minutes of play
off the bench. T he Racers played la~t night at Tt•nnesscc
Tech and are in action a t 1 p. m. Saturday at Austin Peay.

~lurray

Women's basketball falls 78-63 to
UT-Martin; now 1-6 in OVC play

uo

How uoes the guy
it? Pitino seems to
have worked up the spell for success no matter where he goes or what he does. And yet,
it keeps surprising me.
His most recent feat is taking the Cardinals
to No. 6. one spot above Kentucky. (The
Wildcats are ranked No. 7. but defeated topranked Florida on Tuesday night.) I find
myself wanting to watch the Louisville team,
even when it isn't playing Kentucky. I almost
hate to mention that the Cards romped Kentucky in this season's face-off, taking the
game by a safe 18 points.
I just can't, as a sports fun und athlete. fail
to notice Pitino' s gift any longer. I tried to
forget about him when he left Lexington, as
rnost Kentuckians did, but he's just the type
of guy who demands to be remembered. The
man knows he has it and can definitely work
it.

Morehead State
Au~tin Pt•ay
Murray St.lte
TcnncSS(.'C Te-ch
f:astern Illinois
SE..\10
Tcnnc:.see· Martin
E,lstc.>m Kentucky
TL'llnc:.sec State

13

Racers live up to hype w~h big win

Growing up in Kentucky with a basketballloving dad, I was destined to be a blue-bleeding Kentucky Wildcats fan . I remember getting autographs from former"standouts Rodney Dent and Jeff Brassow. I own Travis
Ford's book and cried when Derek Anderson
blew out his knee.
I led the typical Kentucky life. where you
either obsess about horses or UK basketball.
I never really gave much thought to "the
other team" down the road because Kentucky
was the only team that mattered.
Recently, however, l did u double take
when I realized the University of Louisville
men's basketball team is ranked in the
nation's top 10. When in
the world did that hapSports Talk pen? I knew Pitino was
good, but I apparently
underestimated his magical powers since he left
my beloved Cuts. Everywhere he goes. Pitino
shakes some hands, does
a few commercials and
waves his magic wand and suddenly the team is
good. Really good.
At UK. Pitino transformed the Wildcats from
a big blue funk, complete '
with probations and bad
attitudes,
ro a National
Amanda
Championship team in
Lee
I996 (anu aguin in 1998,
the season after he left for
"Louisvillians the NBA). He worked his
were ecstatic miracle in just a few
years, writing books and
when Pitino working his way into the
was named horse-racing business at
the same time.
head coach of The charismatic coach
the Cardinals won over demanding
Kentucky fans in no time
in March
and became a celebrity in
200 I"
Lexington und heyond.
True. Pitino made a few
enemies when he left
Lexington for the big
leagues. Even I became skeptical of his mental state. His mojo didn•t ~tuffer too much,
though: he improved the Boston Celtics'
record by 21 victories in his first season with
that teum.
The 50-year-old has a winning percenti le
of .739, seventh among active coaches. He is
78.8 percent in postseason action, and now it
seems he's using his powers for the good of
the bad - the University of Louisville Cardinals.
Louisvillians were ecstatic when Pitino
was named head coach of the Cardinals in
March 2001. and UK fans cringed, knowing
rhe roan who'd turned the Cats around with
his energy and relentless work ethic would
come back to crush his former team. And he
has .
UofL 's record improved to 19 wins in Pitino · s 11rst season. up from 12 the previous
year. Teams under Pitino are known for an
unstoppable drive. For example, when UK
·player Marvin Stone transferred to
Louisville, Pitino whipped him into shape in
no time. NO\\, Stone 1s the starting center for
the Cardinal~ and had 13 points and 13
rebounds in Louisville's recent win over
Ten nes~ee.

sports editor: Ouis jung
assistant spons editor: A.n~m& Lt.--c
phone: 762- 1 ~68

sports
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Three Racers receive
Verizon academic honors

Our Racer tennis tenms are serving it up
this semester. Their spring schedules begin
with a short indoor season of approximately six matches. These matches are
played on the road at universities with
indoor tennis facilities. Our Racers prepare
for these tournaments at Kenlake's indoor
courts. On average, the Racers practice two
or three times a week indoors, depending
on the availability of court time.
Playing indoors is remarkably different
from playing outdoors. Environmental factors such as wind and sunlight are not a
factor. As a result, when the ball strikes the
indoor surface, there is less friction, making the ball travel faster. To have a smashing time indoors, I tell the players to
remember the following points:
1. Volley deep in the court because it provides more time to prepare for the next
ball.
2. Take power off serves and go for placement into the service comers.
3. Shorten backswings on deep shots,
bend your knees and hit through the ball
by completing your swing.
4. Keep balls away from the middle of
the court. Use the speed of the courts to
make your opponent run.
5. On short bnlls, be aggressive. The
speed of the court will have your opponent on the run going for a lower-percentage shot. This will force an error by your
opponent 9r give you an easier return shot.
6. When playing doubles, get your first
serve in and have your teammate poach.
The first serve is the faster, more powerful
serve. Returners can seldom be aggressive,
so put them on the defense by allowing
them less time to react.

OVC Action
Women's Scores

Three Murray State women's
basketball players were nomi·
nated for Verizon Academic
AU-American honors Jan. 29 for
the 2002-03 season.
Sophomore guard Rebecca
Remington, senior forward
Beth Schnakenberg and senior
guard Khadija Head received
the nominations, which arc
given to student-athletes who
play a significant athletic role
and have a GPA of 3.2 or higher
after at least one full academic
year.
Remington, Schnakenberg
and Head also were named to
the 2001-02 Ohio Valley Confer·
ence Commissioner's Honor
Roll.
The women were nominated
from District IV, which includes
institutions in Kentucky, Alabama, Michigan, Ohio and Tennessee.

Feb. J

Austin Peay 69 lon
&stem Kentucky 68
Tennessee-Martin 78
MumtJ State 63

Eastem Illinois 77
Tennessee Sbte 68
Southeast Mlswuri 86

Tennessee Tech 80
Feb. 3
Austin Peay 83
Morehead State 76

59utheut Missotlri 77
Tennessee State 64
&stem lntnols 64
Tennessee Tech 46
Men's Scores

'Breds rank seventh
in OVC coaches' poll

Jan. 21
M......,St.te93

Murray State's baseball team
was picked seventh of eight
Ohio Valley Conference teams
in the 2003 preseason poll
released Jan. 31. OVC coaches
Adam Ct-cll/ The News
were polled to determine the
Freshman shooter Alex Culbertson aims his rinc during a recent practice. T he Mor ray State rifle
standings, in which Southeast
team
is hosting the NCAA Scctionals this weekend at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in Roy StewMissouri was the favorite.
Murray State was ranked fifth art Stadium. Tbe NCAA Rine Championships will be held March 14-15 at'W~st Point, N.Y.
by "Baseball America" magazine and sixth by "Collegiate
RSEC announces seating Gate C for home basketb<~ll ming coordinator, hosts and
Baseball" magazine.
games.
produces both shows.
The Thoroughbreds will expansion for students
begin their 2003 season Feb. 15
The athletic department
at Arkansas-Little Rock. This recently announced the expan- MSU sports shows to air Racer football to play
will be the last season for reti r- sion of student seating at the on Frankfort cable
Kentucky in 2003
ing Head Coach Mike Thieke.
Two shows produced by the
Regional Special Events Center.
The football team will travel
Studt•nts will now have the Murray State athletics depart- to Lexington next fall to play
option to sit in all floor-level ment will he ac<'essibll' to more the University of Kentucky for
Women's soccer signs
scats
in the west l'nd zone, as households with the addition of the first. time in MSU history.
10 recruits for 2003
well as the chair-back seats in an MSU atfiliate in Frankfort.
Murray State will play the
Mike Minielli, head coach for
rows A through F of section
Wildcnts,
an NCAA Division I"Murray
Stnte
Bnsketball
the MSU women's soccer team, 110. Thl• change was effective
A
team,
on
Sept. 6 at Kentucky's
announced the addition of 10 beginning with MSU's double- With Tevester Ander~on" and
Commonwealth
Stadium in
student-athletes to the team ros- header against Tennessee-Mar- "Hoofbents" will air at 7 p.m. Lexington. This will be the fifthThursdays on Frankfort's Comter Wednesday, the first day of tin on Saturday.
straight season in which the
the spring signing period.
The Racers will rl'lurn home munity Cuble System Channel Racers faced a Division 1-A
Four players from Kentucky Thursday in an Ohio y,,Jtey 20, which reaches more than school.
joined six other high-school Conference match with Eastem 17,000 households.
Dave Winder, Murray State's Sports Briefly is compiled by assisseniors who signed national let- Kentucky. Students are remindters of intent.
ed to enter through the RSEC's mnrketing and sports-program- ftlllf sports editor Ammrda J.ee.

The brothers of AXA
would like to welcome the
Associate Class of
Spring 2003.

Tennessee State 75
Austin Peay 64
Ten,.....Martin 56
Jan. 30
Austin Peay 66

Morehead State 59
Southeast Missouri 87

Tennessee State 67
Tennessee Tech 69
Eastern Uftnois 61
Feb. J

Morehead State 88
Kentucky Christian 39

Austin Peay 86
Eastem Kentucky 77
MumtJ State 89

Tennessee-Martin 70
Eastem Illinois 96
Tennessee State 67
Soutbeat ........... 75

Tennessee Tecfl 71

Max Carman Outstanding Teacher Award
For recognition of teach ing excellence as evidenced by
his/her effectiveness and ability to motivate and inspire
students in the classroom and outside the classroom.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
!, ___________________ ,would

Eric Belmonte
Zachary Cox
Stephen Gallimore
John
Robert Hengge

Ges~nhues

Jeryn Lee

like to nominate
the award.

for

1. In what department does the faculty member
teach?____________________
2. Have you had them in class? If so what
class?_________________________
3. Is he/ she readily available for assistance ou tside of
class?_________________________
4. What qualities do you feel this teach er has that would
qualify them for this award for ou tstanding classr oom
performance?_____________________________________

Brandon Morris
James Travis

(Nominee must have four years teaching experien ce at MSU)
Student's Signature_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date___________

Daniel Watkins
_______________________

~~or

Phone____________

Austin Webb
RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON,
FEBRUARY 21, 2003.

PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY

I

...I

AMJCATION
Must be ttin1ed in to your tJ¥1-~~
~time.

lntetYlewa
Morc:h 10, 11, and 12, 200&.

--- --

~-___.......

new-s
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utJ~~

Nlcolt 5 Rodr tgutc
lltr "ht•le ltj, a head 11/ htr
llut rlwt~ ~hmJ ~" " ""
Krlltd io) 11 Jru•lr Jmtr

Jul> IU99J
Curlo. CA

Pet Sitting

Sweetheart
of a Sweatshirt Sale

House Sitting

WE WILL TEND

20°/o

11,1u5, l~llne~.

Fl ~h . h:mhcre,l Frl~n.l> ,
a5 "dl as nny ot her f'ttrr\' " r
non-furry crl!trrs an thetr own
home environment

If you don'1 )lop wrneone
Irom dnvmg drunk, who wr111
Do wha1ever 11 UIK(S
FRIENDS DON'T lfT FRtEHOS DfiiVE Dfi\INK.

Shawn Max·wcll

off~

0

Entire Stock MSU Sweatshirts, Jackets,
and Clearance Apparel!

7536147

February 7-14
While you are here select a

rN~~~~~~·eTri';'ii:~·f!::t:'l:~~~
~

v

~

·f t
~.

0

~

~ Celebrate His Love!\?

g
!

•

For your Special Sweetheart

~

20% off any 1 full price item in store
good through Jeb.1Lfth.
£imit 1 coupon per customer - bring in coupon

• Hh

Valentine Balloon Bouquet ,

V

· FREE On-Campus Delivery

'
~.

University Bookstore

~·

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

{t

and Main • 75)- 1622 • Court Square
www .nemlife-bookstore.com •

("{"')

v,

ij~~fl:5~Qet~•.elfiQg,ttJ•~~··~•i)-Q9. . .~~..&l~j}:

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

WHERE IN MURRAY WILL YOU EAT TODAY?

Campus (lfe

------------------

Located across from Bradley Books
In-House Catering Available!
BRINGING YOU THE BEST SANDWICHES IN TOWN

MSU PARTY MEAL
DO~'T MISS TillS O NE!
ANY SANDWICII WI11i FRIES $3.99
AU. YOU CAl'; E.A'I' BREAKFAST BUITET $3.25
$ I OfF OI NNEH MENU, FREE REFILLS
Offer valid fo r all MSU students, faculr:y, and staff.
C:tll for your order to go....767-0606
~~~$1
COME AND DINE WITH OUR ACF CHEF MEMBJ

GOOD

BEST PRIC/:.1

~ IJt:rttitcltiJC' ha,rf..et.~· j

rJI' <·oe~'lj occ(M'tt"'·'

With Valentine's Day coming up
everyone needs that extra special gift.
These baskets are beautifully decorated
and filled with items that are sure to
please YOUR SPECIAL SOMEONE.

·Jir'~ A.

COMMITM&NT

• YQU £Alll'l A. MO~LV STIPIND WtiiLE.AW A.Y
.H!AL'IltiN$\IIIANC! IS PAm I'Ol
• AT END Of S01rn:£, VOU'RI OIVEN $1),ooo
OOMPI.ITION, YOU HA VI a-n. ~cro
HIRINO STAT\JS fl)ll PIDliAL OOV'T JOBS

. IJI'ON

J

Join us 'fur a meeting where you will learn

more about the Peace Corps:
Wednesday, Feb. 191 6 p.m.
Southeast Miuouri State University- Ca~Girardeau
University Ctr. Lobby- 4th Floor Party Room

1Jale/llt/ll!/ {JJa~fhets~,

Q

,fla/<tl/!_9' at $26. 00
Just call 753-4471 or
489-2356 and order!

a.laA& ,I,.,...

._ ~.~.+. t: I

Want to interview to join
the Peace Corps?
·~··

Call joe Zucchini at (31a) 353- U25 for more
irtformation or to schedule an interview.

the
m·ade-for-you
Ma· ......,....,......,..._.._iiiiiiii..._
ke 0 v e r

30% discount
on all purchases
for MSU
students with ID.

..

.....,......,.....
Discover makeup mode to suit your
skin tone, your style, even the
clothes you wear. Call me today for
a free makeover. We'll create a
look that's uniquely yours.

ANITA KAY CUNNINGHAM

M A Ry KAY~

Independent Senior Soles Director
489·2507 • 1268 Palmer Rd.· Murray
cvnninghamracing@hotmail.com
www.marykoy.com/akcunningham

"Home of the special Bean Roll"

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ

~J~edal Pri(e lUn(h Menu
OPEN 7

OPEN
Phone:
767·0486
Fax:
753·7993

Mon.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

rues • Thurs.
10 a m. to 6 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

===== sun.,

days a week -

11

11

a.m.

a.m.-a p.m.=====

1 0°/o discount on sundays
··::. ...:~,

Get

LOCAlLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine lettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

11:®~

off highlights

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.
***k••••••/l(a;,ti;•:A••**•••••••"'•

when you
purchase an
., :);:

BRRR ... It's cold outside. Warm up with a pot of soup! Choose
from: 7 Bean & Barley, 9 Bean, Amish Friendship, Hearty, or
Harvest so mixes. GET ANTONIA'S RECIPE FREE!

v

unlimited

Blue Mother Tupelo
Fe=t.b

'11 3 C . . .

Must be 21 to stay forthe band!

corner of 1Oth & Arcadia· 759-8866

l..tl that spteial s~mt~nt kn~w h~w ~~u
ttall~ 6ttlwith a /..~ot /..tUtti
Simply pick the size you want and bring the completed entry form to

The Murray State News newsroom on the first floor of Wilson by
4 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 11.
Payment is required at the time the ad is placed.

... -..·. .-

•

:!..~........ ..
....
~

....____,.

r

..

-

1x1
1x2
1x3
1x4
1x5

$5.40
$10.80
$16.20
$21.60
$27.00

I·----------------~
Entry Form
I
Name ----------------------------------I Phone----------------------------------- I
1 Size of Love Letter ------------------- - I
1 Message ---------------------------- I
I
1
I
I

~----------------·

